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A General Description of the Banking
Industry in Hong Kong
During the last fifteen yearsthe banking industry
in Hong Kong has expanded tremendoously. Before 1955, theere
were only thirty-four reporting banks with a total of eight
branches.1 However, at the end of 1970, the number of
reporting banks increased to seventy-three (including three
finance companies) and twenty-two representative offices of
foreign banks.2 There were 326 branch offices spread
throughout Hong Kong.3
The banks in Hong Kong can be classified in a number
of ways, From the legal point of view, the banks can be
classified into "incorporated banks" and "unincorporated
banks." The former can further be classified into "banks
incorporated in Hong Kong" and "foreign incorporated banks."
The banks incorporated in Hong Kong are the banks which are
incorporated under the Company Crdinance or under another
ordinance of Hong Kong. The foreign incorporated banks are
the banks incorporated outside the Colony,4 and are granted
valid licenses to carry on a banking business in Hong Kong.
2Any unincorporated body of persons to whom a licence to
transact banking business is granted is called an unincor-
porated bank.5 At the present moment, there are only
three unincorporated banks in Hong Kong. All the banks
listed in Appendix A-1 and A-2 are banks incorporated in
Hong Kong and foreign incorporated banks respectively.
From the ownership point of view, the banks can be
classified into "foreign banks," "local Chinese banks," and
"Chinese Mainland banks."6 The foreign banks are led by
the Hong Yong and Shanghai Banking Corporation and the
Chartered Bank, which were established in 1865 and 1857
respectively. Most of the foreign banks (except a few
such as the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation and
the Chartered Bank) specialize in financing foreign trade
and primarily, though not exclusively, trade with their
home countries. These have shown little reluctance in
getting involved in financing domestic business.
There are twenty-five local Chinese banks which are
all incorporated in Hong Kong. Although smaller in com-
parison with the foreign banks, these local Chinese banks
are very active in financing business and industry of Hong
Kong.
At present, there are thirteen Mainland Chinese
banks led by the Bank of China. The majority of them were
reorganized after 1949 and some of them were incorporated
3in Hong Kong. (They are presented in Appendix A-1 and A-2.)
They concentrate on serving remittance to China and on
financing commercial trade between Hong Kong and China.
Recently, they have begun to attract local deposits.
From the foreign exchange status, the banks can be
divided into "authorized banks" and "unauthorized banks."
Authorized banks are members of the Exchange Banks' Asso-
ciation and have the authority to deal with foreign exchang
in the official exchange market and are subjected to the
regulations of the Association. Unauthorized banks can
only deal in official exchange through an "authorized" bank.
Since they are not members of the Exchange Banks' Associa-
tion, they can deal with foreign exchange without being
hindered by the foreign exchange regulations. The unau-
thorized banks are thus dealing with foreign exchange in
a way similar to "free market."
There are several unique aspects of the Hong Kong
banking system apart from the Colony's laissez-faire
economic policy. First of all, Hong Kong has no central
bank. Two of the major functions of the "central bank,"
i.e., notes issuing and lender of last resort, are performed
by the two largest commercial banks--the Hong Kong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation and the Chartered Bank. The
other central bank function dealing with exchange rates
is handled by the Exchange Banks' Association, Secondly,
4although the industry in Hong Kong has been growing very
fast since 1950, no industrial bank has been established
to finance the expanding industry. Thirdly, because of
the free economic policy, the Government does not place
any direct control on either interest rates or credit terms.
It was not until 1964 that all the banks in Hong Kong agreed
to establish an interest rate which every member bank has
to follow.
The attitude of the Hong Kong Governament towards
business and industry in general can be best described as
a laissez- faire poicy. However, when it comes to banking
industry, the Government has prudently regulate the opera-
tion of banks. The first banking law was passed in 1948.
Due to the tremendous expansion of banking activities in
general and to the financial difficulties encountered by
one local bank in 1961 in particular, the banking Ordinance
of 1948 was put under reconsideration by the Banking Advi-
sory Committee. Following the detailed recommendations
provided by Mr. H. J. Tomkins of the Bank of England, a
new banking ordinance dealing with the liquidity ratio and
limitations on the holding of certain classes of assets
came into effect on october 1. 1964. In the same year, a
Commissioner of Banking was appointed under one of the
Provisions in the Ordinance.
During 1967, the Ordinance was once again amended
5in the light of the experience gained during the banking
crisis in 1965. The amendments direct that each bank be
required to have a minimum capital of $10 million or an
equivalent amount in foreign currency to build up an open
reserve of $20 million. It also stipulates that the banks
must acquire approval from the Commissioner before opening
branches in Hong Kong. Under the amendment, the Commis-
sioner has certain powers which enable him to inspect any
bank at any time. (These will be discussed in greater
detail in Chapter III.)
As far as bank associations are concerned, there
are two formal Hong Kong bankers' associations (the Exchange
Banks' Association and the Clearing House) and one informal
association (the Chinese Bankers' Club). The membership
of the Exchange Banks' Association and full membership of
the Clearing House are restricted to the authorized banks.
The Exchange Banks' Association is concerned exclusively
with the terms and conditions of dealing in official foreign
exchange market and setting a scale of minimum charges for
various banking facilities. The Clearing House is mainly
concerned with the operation of clearing practice in Hong
gong. The Chinese Bankers' Club functions as a social
gathering centre for the staff of banks without formal
organization. It publishes only monthly pamphlets and
annual year books. The bankers in Hong Kong, for one reason
6or another,are not yet well organized. There is no appro-
priate association for the banke to discuss matters of
general concern.
The Role of the Banking Industry
in Hong Kong
During the past century,Hong Kong has developed
from a small rocky fishing village to an international
trading,maufacturing,financial,as well as a tourist
centre.Such an achievement is remarkable by any standard.
It is very doubtful whether such achievement could have
taken place without the help of the banking industry.
Apart from inter-bank loans, a money market prac-
tically does not exist in Hong kong.Although there are
three stock exchanges at the present time,only the stocks
of sixty-six out of 779 piblic companies are listed in the
three exchanges. Only the stocks of about twenty well
established firms are actively traded.8 This indicates
that the stock market is far from being a major source of
supply of funds. As an alternative,enterprises usually
approach banks to raise new capital.
Before 1949,the major business activities in Hong
Kong were importing and exporting.Banks at that time were
actively involved in financing trading business,From 1949
onwards,Hong Kong began to develop her industry.In order
to meet the demand for capital required by the developing
7industrial community, banks began to play a role of medium -
term lender which traditionally had been only on the fringe
of their activities . The basic pattern adopted for this
form of finance was usually to purchase land for industrial
use by the enterprise concerned, and then to mortgage the
land to the bank for building finance . Credit loans were
also granted to meet the cost of machinery and working
capital . The importance of bank financing to manufacturing
industry is exemplified by the fact that with expansion
since 1950 , the amount of bane finance involved in furni -
shing fixed assets has frequently exceeded the volume of
proprietors' funds during the past twenty years . 9 The
banks in Kong Kong also play a very important role in
financing real estate , shipping , and hire - purchases.
( There are two of the world ' s largest shipping companies
in Hong Kong , which are mainly financed by the local banks . )
The rapid increase of bank loans and advances are shown in
FigureI - 1 .
The Importance of Internal
Auditing to the Bankinn
Industry in Hong - Kona
In broad terms , internal auditing is a form of
managerial control . Its major objective is to assist
management at all levels to discharge its responsibilities
effectively and efficiently . This being the case , the
8FIGURE I-1
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Source: Hong Kong Annual Report,1970, Hong Kong Government,
Appendix 14, pp.280-281
importance of internal auditing to all types of organiza-
tions is apparent. The recent development in the banking
industry in Hong Kong demonstrates the ways in which
adequate internal auditing has helped to solve many of the
problems which have accompanied the expansion
The increase in the number of banks from thirty-
9four to seventy-three between 1955 and 19x70 meant keener
competition within the industry. To make a profit, the
management simply could no loner afford to overlook the
efficiency of operations. A careful appraisal and analysis
of internal operations was called for, and internal auditin€
was the most effective means of carrying out such processes
The tremendous growth in the number of bank branche.,
also has presented a number of problems to man agement.
Direct personal supervision once possible ,-then business
activities were carried out under one roof became impossi-
ble. The development of different levels of management
resulted in a communication problem which called for a
better communication system to transmit information between
the top management level and the operating level. Internal
auditing could make the flow of information more effective
and ensure that policies were carried out. pith the growth
of branch operations carne also the problem of financing,
not only in terms of operating costs but in tens of caipital
investment as well. Internal auditing could assist in
solving this problem, not by securing funds but by seeing
that funds were being used properly and that assets were
safeguarded.
Even in a bank's normal operations, 'internal audi-
ting plays a role in management. Although the banking
industry in Hon gong is not a regulated industry, its
10
operations are governed by various banking laws. The
management has the responsibility of assuring that tie laws
are being observed, and in this area internal auditing can
also make a definite contribution.
While it is not unique to the banking industry in
1-Hong Kong, it is still worth mentioning that ono st of, the
business deals in the banking industry are cash transactions.
Cash, in most cases, is the goal of defaulters. The courts
in Hong long have not been flooded with cases of embezzle-
ment but embezzlement does happen in Hong Kong banks just
as in other places. For example, on j'larch 17, 1971, a band
clerk was sentenced to jail for two years for stealing
$441,934 10 and, on July 21, 1070, a bank supervisor was
sentenced to jail for embezzling, 250,000.11 Such embezzle-
ment does not mean- simply a loss of cash. 111-ore importantly,
it tends to ruin the prestige and reputation of a bank
which in turn may cause the public to lose confidence in
the bank. ji good internal auditing system will not guaran-
tee the absence of embezzlement but it can certainly make
it more difficult to embezzle.
Purpose and Scope of this stud
The purposes of this study are twofold. The first
purpose is to make a general survey of the internal auditins
system as it exists in the locally incorporated banks in
Hong Kong. Ilow far have they grasped the modern internal
11
auditing concept? How far have they apprlied the internal
auditing principles in the bank management and control?
Based on developed internal auditing theory and principles,
the author' s second purpose will be to evaluate and comment
on the existing internal auditing system in Hong Kong and
make suggestions for further improvements.
We have noted that the incorporated banks in Hong
song can be classified into two groups according to owner-
ship, i.e., foreign incorporated banks and banks incorpora-
ted in Hong Kong. They differ in background, they represent
different interests, and sometimes they emphasize different
business activities. Since it is very unlikely that any
conclusion about such a variety of banks will be valid or
meaningful, this study is confined to the thirty- one locally
incorporated banks. Admittedly, there are differences among
the bank' s in this group also, but the similarities outsweigh
the differences.
Since these banks are all incorporated in Hon Kong,
their headquarters are located in long Kon. Also they are
more likely to be concerned with the welfare of the Hong
Kong economy since their interests coincide with those of
the Hong Kong economy as a whole. With the exception of
the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation and the Way-
foong Finance Company, banks in this group are owned by
Chinese and the majority of them are family owned.
12
Lesearch Piethodolos and Limitations
of this Study
Research Methodology
The research methodology of this study has consisted
of library research and field worak. The main purpose of
library research has been to build up a theoretical frame-
work for analysis and evaluation. This phase of research
was conducted mainly in the libraries of the three fourida-
tion colleges of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, the
central library of the Chinese University Hong Kong, and
the library of the University Hong Kong.
Field work was conducted in two stages. Based on
a list of all licensed banks and branches in Hong Kong
obtained from the Banking Commissioner, the author visited
seven out of the thirty-one locally incorporated banks.
This was the preliminary stage. These visits served two
purposes. The first was to gain a general understanding of
the banking system in Hong Kong. In view of the fact that
a study of this nature could never be done without the
cooperation of the banners, the preliminary visits also
served the purpose of finding out the possibility of carry-
ing out the study. Encouraged by the results of the preli-
minary visits the author d ecided to proceed with the pro-
ject. In the second stage of field work, personal inter-
views were carried out. Letters were sent out to all
13
locally incorporated banks. They were then follo Jed up
by telephone if replies were not received after a reasonable
period of time. i avourable responses were received from
twenty-three out of the thirty-one ban-.1.-Is. The author made
visits to twenty-one of the banks which responded favorably.12
In the meantime, a questionnaire was designed. The format
and content of the questionnaire closely resemble those of
the Survey of Internal Anditing 1955 Research Committee
Report No.15 by the Institute of Internal Auditors,13and
Internal Auditing in Australia,statement on Accounting
Practice No.6 by the Australian Society of Accountants.14
Howeverm,the author's questionnaire (presented in Appendix
B)was specially adapted to the local encironment and the
banking industry in Hong Kong.Other appropriate questions
were asked informally ot individual banks during the inter-
views.In most cases,the author was introduced to the
internal auditors,and in some other cases to chief accoun-
tants,managers or to persons responsible for internal
auditing functions.A summary of the interviews
is presented in Table I-1.The duration of the interviews
ranged from half an hour to one and a half hours.
Limitations of this study
On the whole,the response to the survey was fairly
satisfactory but the author still recognizes cetain limita-
14
TABLE I-1
SUMMARY OF THE PERSONS INTERVIEWED
Person interviewed No. of banks %
Chief auditor, senior auditor,
8
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tions apparent in the work. Since no one alse has so far
done any research in this area, there i s little literature
concerning internal auditing in local bank operation or
management.
Most of the bankers consider their internal audi-
ting programs and internal andit manuals to be very confi-
dential. The author thus did not have the opportunity to
study them. Moreover, the audit programs and procedures
are usually very technical so these are not included in
this study.
Due to the fact that time and manpower have been
limited, the author has not been able to conduct a further
survey of executives other than the internal auditors or
the executives responsible for the internal auditing func-
tions. A survey of executives, managers, staff of other
15
departmentsin the bares would hove been useful in evalu -
ting the bankers ' attitudes towards their internal auditttors ,




1See Appendix A-1 and A-2
2The representative offices of the foreign banks in
Hong Kong concentrate on Acquisitions of "foreign" currency
depoaits for their home offices, in whatever currency
happens to offer the best rate. These offices are not
allowed to undertake other banking business within Hong
Kong, and therefore play no role in building up the local
economy.
3See Appendix A-1 and A-2.
4Law of Hong Kong: Banking Ordinance Chapter 155,
(Hong Kong: Government Printing Press, revised edition,
1967), pp.4-5.
5IBID., p.5.
6From Hong Kong's point of view, the Mainland
Chinese banks are also foreign to Hong Kong. However,
because such banks are so numerous, they are classified
separately in Hong Kong. Readers may refer to P.A. Graham,
"Hong Kong 's Banks and Financial Institutions," The Banker,
(London, July, 1970).
7H.J. Tomkins, Report on the Hong Kong Banking
System, (Hong Kong::Government Printing Press, 1962).
8P.A. Graham,"Financing Hong Kong Business,"
Far Eastern Economic Review,(Hong Kong, April 17, 1969),
p.148.
9Ibid.
10 South China Morning Post, March 19,1971.
11 Ibid., July 21 and 31 , 1970.
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12Two stated that they have neither internal auditing
departments nor internal auditing functions, since the
major purpose of this study is to find out the internal
auditing system as it exists in the locally incorporated
banks. other than indicating that internal auditing does
not exist in all of the banks under study; they could make
no contribution to the present study
13Research Committee, Institute of Internal Auditors,
survey of Internal Auditing 1968, Research Committee Report
No. 15, (New York: The Institute of Internal Auditors Inc.,
1969), pp.5-35.
14Research Committee, Australian Society of Accoun-
tants, Internal Auditing in Australia: Statement on Accoun-




INTERNAL AUDITING AS A FORM OF
MANAGEMENT CONTROL--A
THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
Definition and Nature of
Internal Auditing
Internal Auditing Defined
When auditing is done by independent public accoun-
tants, it is referred to as public auditing. When it is
performed by employees of the company, it is termed internal
auditing.
The Institute of Internal Auditors, a professional
association of American internal auditors, defined internal
auditing as follows:
Internal auditing is an independent appraisal
activity within an organization for the review of
accounting, financial and other operations as a
basis for service to management. It is a managerial
control, which functions by measuring and evaluating
the effectiveness of other controls.
Since the definition given by the Institute is
comprehensive, it is applicable to all types of businesses,
industries, and government institutions.
The Bank Administration Institute of the United
States has defined the origin, purpose and functions of
19
internal auditing as follows:
Internal Auditing has as its basic purpose the
prevention and detection of loss. To be fully effec-
tive, the audit program and its administration must
have management support of its freedom to review,
examine, and appraise independently all procedures
and operations. Effective auditing means more than
just the examination and verification of accounts
and financial statements. It requires the evaluation,
of, and recommendations for, proper internal controls,
as well as the review of compliance with laws, regu-
lations and policies. At the same time, sound prac-
tice requires an awareness that the cost of auditin
should be in keeping with the risk involved.2
Tne definitions of internal auditing given by the
Institute of Internal Auditors and the Bank Administration
Institute are basically the same. They both stress the
function of managerial control and the importance of inde-
pendence.
in the banking business, only a small percentage
of the working capital of a bank is supplied by stockholders.
The major balance of the working capital is supplied by the
various classes of depositors who have entrusted their funds
to the bank. The bank director therefore resembles a
trustee. He must not only have confidence in the management
and knowledge of bank operations, but also must assure
that the funds are properly taken care of and safeguarded.
This is made clear in the Bank Administration Institute' s
statement.
A major obligation of a bank's board of directors
is the establishment of proper internal controls to
protect its customers, stockholders, directors, and
staff. To carry out this obligation requires a pro-
20
fessionally competent internal auditor v ho is rest on-
sible for an audit grogram which in effect is a mana-
ge rial control within the bank,
However, the director is usuall a busy man and
is supposed to direct and not manage. Consequently, he
can only discharge this responsibility through tle esta-
blishment of internal audit control sysue, independent
audits, and directing verification of the assets and lliabi-
lity accounts. the Bank Administration Institute particu-
larly emphasizes fraud prevention and detection as the
primary purpose of internal auditing. The definition of
internal auditing given by the Bank Administration Institute
is considered to be more appropriate to the banking industry
than that of hte Institute of Internal Auditor.
Nature of Internal Auditing
Internal Auditing is a continuous and systematic
process of examining and reporting on the administrative
systems and accounting methods of an organization. the
objectives and activities of internal auduting are very
closely related to each other.
Objectives may be considered as describing the
function of internal auditing at its highest level. The
Institute of Internal Auditors in the Statement of Respon-
sibilities of the Internal Auditors stated that
The over- all objective of internal auditing is
to assist all members of management in the effective
21
discharge of their responsibilities, by furnishing
them with objective analyses, appraisals, recommenda-
tions and pertinent comments concerning the activities
reviewed. The internal auditor therefore should be
concerned with any phases of business activities
wherein he can be of service to management.4
The objective of internal auditing is an aid to
management. It is a management tool to appraise and to
review the various activities concerned. The main activi-
ties of internal auditing are as follows:
1. Independent review of operations and evaluation
of the system for internal control and its
effectiveness.
2. Prevention or detection of dishonesty with
concomitant protection of the innocent.
3. Determining the accuracy of the accounting
books.
4. Compliance with bank policy and procedure,
law, and supervisory rules and regulations.
5. Reporting exceptional conditions and recommen-
dating improvements (controls, operational
and administrative) to the bank management.5
From the above discussion of the objectives and
activities of internal auditing, the five main functions
of the internal auditor can be determined:
(1) Verification of data: The internal auditor
should be responsible for vouching for the validity of the
data as produced by the regular accounting processes. The
data must be accurate mathematically and the accounting
entries complied according to the generally accepted accoun-
ting principles and standards. The internal anditor should
carry out a continuous program of verifying the validity of
current reports, and in some cases, of certifying these
reports to the management.
(2) Conservation of resources: The internal auditor
should ensure that all assets are properly cured for and
protected from all unnecessary diminution due to fraud and
dishonesty. He must also guard against losses relating to
external transactions and so forth. However, the major
function of the internal auditor should be of prevention
22
rather than detection.
(3) Compliance: Internally, a bank may have plans
policies, and procedures such as accounting and operational
procedures. Externally, there are commercial laws, banking
laws and regulations which the bank should observe. It is
the duty of the internal auditor to see that all these are
properly observed by the staff and executives of the bank.
(4) Review and appraisal: These include the review
and appraisal of the policies, plans, records and proce-
dures. It also includes an appraisal of the performance of
staff members especially the personnel who carry out the
accounting and financial activities. Various types of
review and appraisal activities represent the highest level
of constructive activity on the part of internal auditing.
(5) Reports and recommendations: The internal audi-
tor should constantly make suggestions and recomendations
to management for improvements in the system of internal
control and tie operation in force.6
From the objectives and the functions of internal
auditing, it can be seen that internal auditing is a very
important management tool. However, in order to be effec-
tive, internal auditing has to be performed as a staff
function. The internal auditor has no right to control
any accounting unit or personnel other than his own staff.
Any conception of its infallibility and possession of
executive power is wrong.
Internal auditing is a service to management, not
a substitution for management. The internal auditor should
not set up procedures for, make policies for, or instruct
anyone of other departments. The internal auditor renders
his service through recommendations and suggestions.
The internal auditor should perform his functions
in the atmosphere of co-operation and goodwill. He should
23
not work as though he were a detective. His functions are
supposed to be helpful to other executives. It is there-
fore important for the internal auditor to win tale coopera-
tion of the whole organizatlon.
Internal Auditing and
External Auditing
The public au ditor an d the internal auditor use
basically si !blur techniques e carrying out their work.
There are a number of differences in the nature and objec-
tives of their work; however, the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants states that
The work of an internal auditor should be consi-
dered by the independent auditor as a supplement to,
not a substitute for, the blor_k of the independent
auditor. He should survey the activities of the
internal audit staff, where one exists, to determine
their effect. on selection of appropriate audit -croce-
dupes and the required extent of tests?
The Associacion of Certified and Corporate Accoun-
tants holds a similar vied:
The scope and functions of tie in ernal auditor
must include a measure of orthodox financial auditing
duties. Within this sphere of activities, his work
is implementary to that of the statute y auditor,
although he is not responsible to him.
From the viewpoints of two accounting associa-
tions, it is obvious that internal auditing is in one way
or another a supplement to the work of the independent
auditors. Under the diversification of the business acti-
vities and the decentralization of the business operations,
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it is impossible for the independent auditor to veri-jry all
the transactions- In addition, the cost charged by the
public independent auditor is by the hour, and it would
be very expensive for the external auditor to cover all the
activities and verify all the transactions. He has to rely
on a good internal audit system in the course of evaluating
the system of internal control.
The audit of the independent auditor is stipulated
by law or by the by-lawww,s of a company. In England and
honk Kong, every company is required by the Company Act
to appoint, auditors for the purpose of examining accounts
and reporting. in the United States, all the companies
registered in the Security Exchange Commission are also
required to have the accounts audited by a Certified Public
Accountant. Independent auditors directly responsible to
the shareholders, potential investors, government and the
public. Generally, an auditor's major iywor-is to ensure
that the published accounts of the company is compiled
according to the law and is in accordance with the generally
accepted accounting principles. Consequently, the financial
statements show a fair view of the financial position and
operations of the company concerned. The detection and
prevention of fraud is an incidental concern.
By contrast, the prime responsibility of the
internal auditor is to management. His responsibility to
the third parties is through management. The audit scope
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of the internal auditor is much broader than that of the
external auditor and is not only limited to the financial
matters. As noted before, review and evaluation of opera-
tions are his Hain duties. Prevention and detection of
fraud are also a foremost objective.
The approach towards audits of internal auditing
and external auditing is quite different. The external
audit is generally through balance sheets and charts of
accounts. The internal audit approach is through functions
departments or organization units, and organizational charts.
The scope of internal auditing is in this respect much
broader.
The function of internal auditing is of a continuous
nature. The service of the independent auditor is mainly
in the form of annual audit, interim audit," and on some
occasions, special investigations.
Although the major int ere st of the external auditor
is the financial statement of a company, the final resN onsi-
aility for the published financial statement still rests on
the management, not the external auditor. In order to
secure an accurate, reliable statement, it is possible for
the external auditor and the internal auditor to have coor-
dinated audit program so as to avoid duplication of work
and make full use the merits of both parties.
26
The Evolution and the Growing
Singnificance of Internal
Auditing
Internal auditing arose as a special branch of
accounting but has made use of the basic accounting tech-
niques and auditing methods.Originally, internal auditors
were either clerks for checking purposes or travelling
representatives for a company with branches in widely
scattered locations.
During lts early history,the activities of internal
auditing were often introduced into a company after some
act or fraud had been discovered.Primarily,it was used
to detect errors or irregularities on the part of book-
keeping or other phases in recording transactions.zspecial-
ly in the days when accounting of records and reports
by hand,the major responsibiulity of the internal auditor
was to ensure the greatest accuracy of records and reports
as well as footings,postings and extensions.
The persons responsible for internal sudit functions
were usually persons thoroughly acquainted with the company
policies and procedures ,and experts in determining whether
the various departments and branches of the company had
performend their work efficiently and in accordance with
the established policies and procedures.since an internal
auditor had chances to observe the operations of the entire
company,he vould gradually recognize the strong points as
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well as the shortcomingsand deficiencies of certain depart -
ments or branches , Consequently, he made recommendations
and suggestions for chiangin certain operations or procedures
or even became involved in developing new procedures and
training of company personnel .
The introduction of calculating and accounting
machines to business and industry has broadened the nature
of internal auditing enormouslyBy the end of the nine -
teenth century , it was generally recognizedthat the poten -
tials of internal auditing had develored from checking the
accuracy of accounting and statistical data into a powerful
managementtool in branch control .
The greatest impetus to development of internal
auditing was given by World War II . Expansion of industry
engendered by war needs placed greater and greater demands
on the internal auditor . The basic reasons were the demand
for closer cohesion , maximum efficiency , cost reductions ,
and finally the need for a continuous flovi of information
between the point of action and managementlevel , Tnternal
auditing fulfils the last requirement by providing the means
whereby activities are reviewed , analysed and appraised
locally. 9
The development of internal auditin and business
expansion is closely related . During the last few decades ,
many business enterprises continued to grow and expand due
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to growth in regular activities or the acquisitionof exis -
ting comrannies. Consequently, there is a trend toward
dispersion of activities and the decentralizationf opera -
tions in the form of brauches or subsidiaries. when an
organizationis small , the problem of control can be handled
easily since the operational department head knows personal -
ly all the executivesand employees. however , when an
organization becomes larger , the gap between top management
and the lower echelons becomes wider and wider . Bridging
the gap to ensure communicationsbetween top management
and the point of action is one of the foremost problems of
the modern businesw enterprise , particularly when the
business has decentralized operations . Internal auditing
is one of the meands of minimizingthis gap . The internal
audittor , on the one handm can be used to appraise and
evaluate for management the effectivenessof its adminis -
trative mendia . On the other hand , it cand be used to
diseminatethe wishes of managementall the way down to the
point of action .
Planning and decision - making are the most important
functions of the managers of mod 3 ern enterprises. Decision
and planning made under certain and correct information
may reduce risks and increase profitability . Much of the
information is derived internally from the various opera -
tions . the service of internal auditing is to ensure that
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the information arrives at the right time and that the data
are correct and useful.
The techniques of "management by objectives" and
"management by exceptions" are frequently used in the modern
management. whether large or small, each company most
probably has definite goals to achieve. All the policies,
procedures, plans, and budgets are laid down in order to
achieve the corporational goals. It is the function of
the internal auditor to appraise objectively whether the
plans and procedures are properly followed. The internal
auditors also constantly watch out for any deviations of the
company operations from the right track. Without the proper
internal auditing, the above two management concepts probably
could not operate affectively.
Finally, every line of business becomes more and
more competitive. The capital investments are greater.
With the steadily rising fixed charges and the currently
greater position of such items in the cost picture, profits
have been more directly dependent on such factors as good
management and general efficiency of operation. This situa-
tion tends to intensify the need for careful appraisals and
analyses of internal operations. Internal auditing has been
developed as the most effective means of securing such
appraisals and analyses.
As the business enterprise grows larger, management
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and ownership are often separated. The management level has
responsibilities to stockholders, creditors, employees,
potential investors, government and the public in general.
There are various laws and regulations such as company law,
tax law, banking law which regulate the operations of the
bank. Since managers are often employed by the bank, they
have to run the bank in a professional manner and to ensure
that the bank operates effectively. Above all, results of
operations should be properly and accurately reported to
the interested groups. All these needs further emphasize




It has been pointed out that internal auditing is
a form of managerial control. The main purpose of this
section is to discuss the various types of management control
and to find out the relationship between internal auditing
and the various types of management control.
Definition of Management Control
Broadly speaking, management control is the control
medium which contributes to effective and efficient manage-
ment. Frank A. Lamperti and John B. Thurston, in their
book Internal Auditing for Management, stated that
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Nanagement Control in a broad sense may be des-
cribed as the combination of procedures,menthods,
organization of functions,and other measures bywhich
management:
1.Keeps itself informed of the state of the business.
2.Co-ordinates functions.
3.Maintains efficiant is being operated
4.Ascertains whether the business is being operated
inconformance with established policies.
5.Assures itself that objectives are being met.
Specifically,the five basic elements of control
are:
1.Cbjectives or ends to be accomplished.
2.Plans,policies,and procedures;or an outline of
how,when,and by whom the objectives are to be
attained.
3.Premises,or assumption,as to future facts and
conditions interpreted in the light of current
actualities
4.Standards,or yardsticks,for measuring the results
achieved in carrying out the plans,policies and
procedures.
5.Appraisal and evaluation of results.10
Robert N.Anthony,John Deardon and Richared F.Vancil,
in their book Management Control systems:Cases and Readings,
defined management control as follows:
Management Control is a process carried on within
the framework established by strategy planning. Objec-
tives,facilities,organization and financial factors
are more or less acepted as givens...11
From the above definitions,management control is
a process by which managers assure that the company's
resources are used efficiently and effectively to accomplish
its objectives.All control elements listed in the first
definition are important to management,If anyone of these
is lacking,control is not complete.
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Types of Management Control
Generally, management control includes accounting
control, administrative control, budgetary control, and
interal auditing control
Accounting Control. Accounting control is the
oldest and most common form of management control. It is
also one of the most widely-used techniques for coordina-
ting and controlling operations. The American Institute
of Certified Public ccountants defines Accounting Controls
as follows:
Accounting controls comprise the plan of organi-
zation and all methods and procedures that are
concerned mainly with, and relate directly to,
safeguarding of assets and the reliability of the
financial records. They generally include such
controls as the systems of authorization and approval,
separation of duties concerned with record keeping
and accounting reports from those concerned with
operations or assets custody, physical controls over
assets, and internal auditing.
The major objectives of accounting controls are the
safeguarding of assets and. proper accounting for assets,
revenues and exoenses. The goals of accounting are, there-
fore, to prepare reliable financial statements ands various
reports.
Administrative Control. administrative control
includes plans, procedures, organization structures designed
to help management increase the operational efficiency of
the company. The American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants states that
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Administrative controls comprise the plan of
organizatioan and all methods and procedures that are
concerned mainly with operational efficiancy and
adherence to managerial policies and usually relate
only indirectly to the finaucial records. They
generally include such controls as statistical analysis,
time and motion studies, porformance reports, employee
training programs, and quality controls.13
This definition is a broad one. Actually, administra-
tive controls amy be classified into two main categories--
organizational control, and system and procedural control.
The organization of a comapny, no matter in what
form or pattern, aims at aetting up a strutural framework
which facilitates the logical delgation of authority and
responsiblity. Its prime purpose is to provide an appro-
priate framework in which people can be managed and in which
they can work harmoniously together in groups and perform
their duties efficiently. Its functions are, therefore,
to divide the tasks into divisions, then departemtn, and
finally into jobs in such a way that work can be done
properly, poerations supervised, and results controlled.
System and procedural control collectively provides
one of the basic controls of sound business administration.
It provides weel thought-out mehtods and routines for
getting things done in a prompt, consistent and orderly
manner. Frank A. Lamperti and John B. Thurston define
systems, methods and procedures as follows:
The three words, system, methods and procedures,
are used frequently as inter-changeable. They actually
are synonyms; however, business usage has given
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them slightly different meanings.
System is a collective term denoting some over-
all plan;..., the term comprehends all methods,
procedures, routines and other means devised for
reaching a given objectives.
Methods describe the mechanics of a system, the
ways in which activities of the system move...
Procedures are the routines followed. They
regulate, to a considerable extent, the methods
employed. They cover the action to be followed and
provide the rules on which basis the method is select-
ed, which in turn assures accomplisaing the objectives
of the system or plan.14
System, methods, and procedures govern the daily
operation of a company. They are usually implemented by
manuals of various types. With well designed system and
procedures, many recurring jobs can be done quickly and
efficiently without referring to the top level management
for decisions. Without such procedures, delegation of
authority would be difficult if not impossible.
Budgetary Control. Budget and planning are close-
ly related. During the planning process, the corporation's
objectives both financial and non-financial are spelled out.
Budget can thus be defined as follows:
A budget expresses in a numerical terms the
anticipated results of operations for a given future
period.15
Budgetary control measures budget results against
budgetary standards, follows up departmental budgets, secures
explanations for variances, and evaluates tale adequacy of
the manager of each unit in carrying out his delegated duties
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and responsibillities.16 Budget can be fully successful
only where it is recognized as a major control function
and given a top place in the organization structure.
Modern management emphasizes the principle of
management by objectives and exceptions. Budgetary control
is useful in reviewing and evaluating the operations of
the whole company and also of departments. It also sets
up a yardstick to measure the performance of individuals.
The budgetary control reports, for instance, make use of
the principle of exception which stresses those areas
where corrective actions are required. Kowadays, budgets
and budgetary controls have become quite popular. They
are the essential parts of any successful management func-
tion.
Internal Audit Control. According to the defini-
tions of internal auditing discussed in section one of
this chapter, internal auditing is a form of managerial
control. Fayol explains "control" as an aspect of adminis-
tration. He defined it as seeing that everyting is being
carried out in accordance with the plan which has been
adopted, the orders which have been given, and the princi-
ples which have been laid down.17 Internal auditing func-
tions in precisely this manner, so Fayol's definition of
control fits internal auditing very well.
Internal auditing is obviously one of the forms
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of management control. Nowadays, internal auditing has
developed into what is termed "management audit" or
"operation management audit." This concept has been widely
discussed by many internal auditors. Robert Sosa, in his
article "Human Element in Gperations (Management) Audits,"
defines Management Audit as follows:
[Management Audit is a comprehensive examina-
tion of an organizational struchure (or one of its
components), of policies and objectives, financial
and other controls, mode of operations and steward-
ship of human and physical resources.18
William F. Smith has also defined Operation Manage-
ment Audit in a similar fashion.
Operation Management Audit] is a review of all
those activities checks and balances, procedures,
reports and devices which permit a manager to carry
out his primary function--achieving the established
goals of the organization.19
From the above definitions, it is clear that
internal auditing is used to assist management to achieve
the corporation goals. In addition, it also has the func-
tions of supervising and evaluating the other controls.
Relationship of Internal Auditing
and the Management Controls
The prime purpose of control is to eliminate manage-
ment inefficiency and irregular actions. The existence of
a satisfactory system eliminates the probability of irregu-
larities. However, it cannot eliminate the possibility of
irregularities.20 Even the best control system cannot
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eliminate the possioility of unintentional irregularities
resulting from the temporary breakdown in the system.
There are many factors which will cause the management
control system to work other than in the expected fashion.
A perfuntory performance of duties is one such factor.
Whenever human judgment and volition are involvedm,the
possibility of a breakdown in an essential control process
is present.Although internal auditing is part of the
management control,it actually supervises the various
control functions so as to ensure that they are functioning
effectively and efficiently.As a matter of fact,internal
control plays a very important role in the various manage-
ment controls.
Internal Auditing and Accounting Control. The
major functions of accounting control are the safeguard
of assets and the provision of reliable financial and
operational records,reports and financial statements.
Accounting control cannot be established without proper
accountahbility of duties,system of authorization and
approval.balance check etc.Internal auditing and
accounting control are closely related.Basically,the
internal auditor has responsibility in determining the
following:
1 that the accounting system is effective and
efficient in handling the the transactions of the company.
2 that internal control within the accounting
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system is sufficient in Safeguarding the assets.
(3) that assets acquired and liability incurred
are properly approved, recorded and accounted for.
(4) that financial statements, reports, and records
prepared are accurate, up to date and reliable for manage-
ment.
Although internal auditing may be described as
a part of the accounting control, it is neither accounting
nor a phase of accounting, but an integral part of management
control.
Internal Auditing and Organizational Control. The
organization is the backbone of a company. All the activi-
ties of a company such as Administration, management,
operations and controls rest on it. Consequently, a sound
organization structure is one of the basic controls. In
organization control, the functions of the internal auditor
can be briefly listed as follows:
(1) To evaluate constantly the organizationa1 struc-
ture in terms of of adaptability to the changing business
conditions, and to delegate authority.
(2) To verify the maintenance of the structure
against both position and function charts and organizational
manuals.
(3) To discover faults in the structure, duplica-
tions of effort, overlapping of functions, and other ineffe-
ciencies existing in the organizational structure.
(4) To ensure that efficient communications are
maintained at each level of the organization vertically and
horizontally.
Since internal auditors have opportunity in their
audits to survey headquarters, subsidiaries, and branches,
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they are the appropriate persons to propose remedial actions
for the organization.
Internal Auditing and System-and-Procedures. Once
a new system has been established and procedures installed,
the most important thing left is follow-up. In other words,
the system and procedures must be observed to be properly
and effectively operated, and not falling into misuse.
Internal auditing has been generally recognized as the
best follow-up technique. Basically, it is charged with
the responsibility of determining:
1. that records and reports reflect actual opera-
tions and results fairly, accurately, and
promptly.
2. that established controls are adequate for
the full protection of the company, its owners,
its management, and its employees, and that
these controls are effectively maintained.
3. that each department or other organizational
unit is carrying out the plans, policies. and
procedures for which it is responsible.21
Tile internal auditor and the method-and-procedure
engineers should work closely together. Since the internal
auditor has the chance to review the various operational
phases of the company, he is an appropriate person to
discover the points where procedures, methods, forms and
the like can be improved. It is worth mentioning that
although the internal auditor makes constructive sugges-
tions, it is not his function to determine finally what
the improvement should be. That is the job of the system-
and-procedures engineers.
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Internal Auditing and Budgetary Control. In the
budgetary control process, one of the most important phases
is appraisal and evaluation. Internal auditing is parti-
cularly useful in this respect. Specifically, a minagement
audit of the budget includes the following:
(1) Ascertainment that the budget is a modernized
and effective system of control, not merely a budget in
name only.22
(2) Verification of the accuracy of the budget and
evaluation of it in terms of the plan under-consideration
and also in terms of the past performance during the
preparation of the budget.
(3) in post-budget audit, evaluation and appraisal
of the actual results against the corresponding budget
estimates. At the same time, the adequacy and accuracy
of the budgetary standard must be veryified.
(4) Follow-up action to appraise the causes and
reasons for the variances in the budget. Recommendations
and suggestions are made to remedy the defeats and to
ensure that all reports and records reflecting the various
phases of the budget process are routed to policy level
promptly, accurately, and properly.
Nowadays, budgetary control is a very important
Management tachnique used to ensure that the goals of the
company are achieved on the pre-determined schedule. The
importance of internal auditing in this respect increases
with budgetary control.
In conclusion, a management control system is a
co-ordinated, integrated system. It is a single system,
or more accurately, a set of interlocking sub-systems
embracing accounting control,23 administrative control,
and budgetary and procedual control. For instance, most
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of the information for budgeting arises from accounting.
In return, accounting control works around the prescribed
budgets--capital budgets and operation budgets. Bystams
and procedures are regulators throughout the management
control system to assure that all the controls are operated
efficiently and effectively. Internal auditing is a
special independent unit. It offers objacive appraisal
and evaluations of the various control functions of the
organization. Without internal auditing, management
control can hardly be accomplished.
The Organization of the Internal
Auditing Department
The Place of the Internal Auditing
Department in the Organization
Independence is the backbone of the profession of
public accounting. The same can be said of internal
auditing. Unless independence is granted to internal
auditors, it is unlikely that they can carry out their
function effectively. This view is taken and stressed
by both the Institute of Internal Auditors and the Bank
Administration Institute in Statement of Responsibilivies
of the Internal Auditor,24 and A Statement of Principle on
Internal Auditing and the Auditor respectively.25
Internal auditors are staff members of a company.
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As such,they can hardly be completely independent of
management.On the other hand,indepandence is largely
a state of mind.It is entirely possible for the internal
auditing department to attain a considerable amount of
independence if it is placed properly within the organiza-
tion and if the internal auditors are given sufficient
status.
within the organization,the internal auditing
deparment should be a separate independent unit. In other
words,it must be directed and operated by a person or a
group of persons detached from the operations which they
are supposed to review and appraise.If the internal
auditing department is under the jurisdiction of the
accounting department is under the jurisdiction of the
that the former would not be in a position to criticise
or appraise them as frankly as it should.
similary,the internal auditor should exercise no direct
authority over other persons in the organization whose
work he rebiews.At the same time,the internal auditing
depatment will not have sufficient flexibiulity in assign-
ment of persommel if the auditor has substantial responsibi-
lity for line duties.For these reasons,it is essential
for the internal auditing department to be a separate unit
in the organization so as to maintain its independence.
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The status of file internal auditing department is
also an important factor in determining the independence
of the department. In order to achieve this, the internal
auditing department should first of all be given suffi-
ciently high status in the organization chart. This status
should be equivalent at least to nay other department in
the company or division in the comnmany. The internal
auditor, at the same time, should have high status in the
organization. He may be named. "Chief Auditor" or "General
Auditor" and his position should be equal to a division
executive or department head.
The reporting duty of the internal auditing is
another important factor in determinin the status of the
internal auditor. In order to assure proper review of the
findings and recommendations of the internal auditor, and
in order to give sufficient management support to the
internal auditing department, the head of the internal
auditing department should be responsible to an officer
of sufficient rank in the comapny. "Support" here means
backing the auditor when his work brings him into areas
where other executives are high-handed to him, or his
findings and recommendations may irritate the sensibilities
of other employees.26 According to the survey conducted
by the Institute of Internal Auditors in 1957 relating to
the internal auditors' reporting responsibilities, appro-
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Ximately 90 per cent of the Chief Internal Auditors report
to officers having titles of "Controller," "Vice President,"
or "Chairman of Board." These People are generally regarded
as "top mangement" in an organization.27
The reporting responsibility of the bank internal
auditor is suggested by the bank Administrative Institute
in its A Statement of Principle on Internal Auditing of
Internal Auditing and the Auditors.
The auditor should be administratively respon-
sible to senior officer at the major policy-making
level, and normally should send copies of his reports
to the bank's chief executive officer and to others
as required. when in his judgment the best interest
of the bank demands it, he should be free to report
not only to executive management but also to the
board or a committee thereof. 28
Since the bank directors are responsible for the
soundness of the bank operation and since embezzlers and
defaulters are sometimes found among the high executive
of banks, it is desirable for the internal auditors to
report to a very high executive in the bank and at the same
time, to report to the board of directors or auditing
committee of the board members. This is illustrated in the
organization chart of the Bank of California where the in-
ternal auditor directly reports to the Executive Vice
President of the bank but may also report directly to the
board of directors. Practically of course, it may be
impossible for an internal auditor to report to the board
frequently. However, this arrangement offers a safeauard
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to the internal anditor.
Through independent status,reporting to a high
level exective and placement at a high level,the internal




In organizing an internal auditing department,the
first thing to do is to set up a general plan by means of
a statement of objectives which reflects the views of the
management.The scope of audit is then determined according
to the audit objectives.Having determined the objectives
and responsibilities of the interbnal audit,an internal
auditing department should be organized to carry out these
objectives.At this stage,the number of personnel required
has to be determined.In solving this problem,one should
consider the following factors:
1.The number of locations to be audited.
2.The scope of audit work to be performed at
each location.
3.The frequency of audit coverage which is
desired.
4.The need to have staff available for special
assignment.29
The number of personnel in the interbak auditing
department also depends on the plan of organizing the
department .An organization chart has to be designed to
show the varlous internal auditing responsibilities and the
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lines of reportin responsibilities. In fact, the organt-
tation of the internal auditing deparrtment itself is rathen
simple. The form of the organization depends on the size
and the needs of the individual company. A simple organi-
zation of an internal auditing department is illustrated
below:
FIGURE II-2














The Chief Internal Auditor is in charge of the
internal auditing department He is also responsible for
advising the controller or any other operation department
whether the various divisions are observing the company
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policies and procedures, and if they are adequately safe-
guarding the assets. Senior Auditors are responsible for
handling major audit assignments with minimum direction
from headquarters.30 Junior uditors are usarlly beginners
on the audit staff who work with the senior auditors. They
usually handle the routine work and less responsible portions
of the audit under the supervision of the senior auditors.
Administration of the Interna
Auditing Department
Qualifications of the Internal Auditors. According
to Walter W. Bigg and J. C. Davies, in their book Internal
Auditing, the internal auditor should have the following
qualifications:
(1) Accounting and auditing ability.
(2) General bearing: The internal auditor should
not conduct himself in such a manner as to indicate suspi-
cion of anyone but should preserve an open mind as to the
good faith and honesty of purpose of those whose accounts
he is examining.




(7) Intellectual integrity: He must approach his
work without bias and be free from any prejudices or leanings
which might influence his judgment.31
It is preferable for the internal auditor to have
collegiate business school training or to have an accounting
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professional degree. The experience in the particular
business of the company he is working for or working
experience in public accounting firms are desirable. In
the banking industry, it is specially important that the
internal auditor know the banking business and accounts,
law and regulations governing the banking operations.
Training and Recruiting. Usually, the internal
auditing department should have a good training program for
its staff. The objectives of training are twofold. Firstly,
it should maintain a fully trained internal auditing staff
so that members can undertake the responsibilities assigned
to them. The training should Consist of the following:
development of initiative report writing, the art of oral
expression in daily work and communication, auditing prin-
ciples and techniques, Secondly, since the staff of the
internal auditing staff observes and evaluates every phases
of operations of the oranization, the staff in this depart-
ment become gradually acquainted with the organization's
accounting and other operational procedures. Thais staff
is a source of trained personnel available to be placed in
key positions in other units of the company. Ls a matter
of fact, the internal auditing department is generally
recognized in many companies as a training ground for future
supervisory personnel. In this case, the internal auditing
staff, after serving two or three years in internal auditing
department, should be transferred to other departments of
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the organiztion for a more responsible job.
The recruitment of auditing staff usually sturts
from two main sources--internal transfer and outside sources.
Many companies adopt the policy of recruiting the internal
auditing staff by transferring from within. The staff
transferred to the internal auditing deparment generally
are those who have worked in the accounting department
of the company for a number of years. They are already
well accusinted with the systems and procedures of the
company.
By contrast,many companies recruit internal
auditing staff from outside,such as college graduates or
persons with pubic accounting experience or with accounting
experiance from other companies. They believe that these
men most probably have a broader view.
Conferences.It is important for the interbal
auditing department to hold conferances or meetings,from
time to time ,to discuss special topies or problems con-
cerning internal and ting or the audited departments.In
the conferences,the internal anditors can exchange their
ideas and share their wxperiences.This kind of meeting
is particularly beneficial for the junior staff.In this
sense,meetings in the internal auditing department are a
part of a training process.
One of the most important functions of the meetings
or conferences within the internal anditing department is
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the creation of team spirit through the realization of the
unity of purpose which pervades an internal auditing depart-
ment. The meetings can also be useful for instructing audit
personnel.
Audit Reports. Internal audit reports, written or
oral, are the basic means which the internal auditor uses
to convey information to the policy making level from the
point of action. The audit reports should contain the
findings, comments, criticisms, and recommendations of
the internal auditing department . It is through this means
that the internal auditing department render its services
to the management. The audit report should thus be well
organized in good form.
Business and industry have expanded enormously
during the past few decades, with the functions of internal
auditing growing proportionately. Ianternal auditing has
been recognized as one of the most powerful management
tools for control and evaluation. With the introduction
of the sophisticated electronic data processing system,
the uctivities of internal auditing have broadened to
include it as well. Of course, the methodology and
techniques of internal auditing have changed because of new
developments. The basic principles and objectives of
internal auditing have remained the same, however.
Internal auditing is applicable to any organiza-
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tion and an business. The system of internal anditing
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INTERNAL AUDITING OF THE BANKS
INCORPORATED IN HONG KONG
For the purposes of this study,letters requesting
interviews were sent out to all thirty-one locally incor-
porated banks.Replies were received from twenty-three
or.74 per cent,of these banks.It was found that thir-
teen out of the twenty-three banks maintain formal internal
auditing departments;seven maintain no formal internal
auditing department but internal audits are carried out;
the remaining three perform no internal audits of any kind.
For the sake of simplicity,banks in the second category
fhall be referred to in this study as banks with only
internal audit function.
Since the major purpose of this study involves
internal auditing,the third group of the banks serve no
useful purpose,These three banks have no internal auditing
function largely because they have fewer than three branches.
In the rest of this chapter,only the first two groups of
banks will be discussed. The findings are presented separate-
ly so a comparison between the two groups can be made.
In order to understand how internal auditing has sttained
its present status in the locally incorporated banks,it
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may be helpful to discuss briefly the development of internal
auditing in the locally incorporated banks before presenting
the results of this survey.
The Development of Internal
Auditing in the Banke
Incorporated in Hong Kong
Although the banking industry of Hong Kong has a
history of more than one hundred years, its development
and expansion has occurred in last twenty years. Up to
1950, there were only thirty-nine banks in Hong Kong--
twenty-one locally incorporated and eighteen foreign incor--
porated. The number almost doubled by the end of 1970
with a total of seventy banks--thirty-one locally incor-
porated and thirty-nine foreign incorporated. In terms of
branch operations, the development during the same period
has been eqally remarkable. The number of branches
increased from four in 1950 to 212 in 1970.
Internal auditing among locally incorporated banks
has developed in proportion with the development and expan--
sion of the banking industry. Before 1950,only one out
of the total of twenty--one banks maintained an internal
auditing department. At present, thirteen out of the
twenty-three banks under study maintain an internal auditing
department: seven others have internal auditing function.
Although this indicates that the practice of internal
auditing among locally incorporated bankks in Hong Kong is
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still relatively new, development has been noticeable.
There are a number of factors that have given
impetus to the development of internal auditing in the
banking industry. These include branch operations, the new
banking ordinance in 1964, the banking crisis in 1965, and
foreign control of locally incorporated banks.
The banking industry developed in accordance with
the expansion of industry and conmerce. In order to absorb
deposits, the locally incorporated banks extended their
branches over various part of the territories of Hong Kong
However, branch net-work operations require a considerable
amount of investment as well as heavy overhead expenses.
It also means decentralization of manpower and operations.
Management requires proper stewardship to ensure that the
branches are being operated effectively and efficiently.
Internal auditing offers the most appropriate management
services, especially in branch control. Many of the
responding banks have not established a formal internal
auditing department because they do not have an extensive
branch network.
The distribution of branches among the twenty banks
is shown in Table III-1. It shows clearly that branch
operations do have a close relationship to the development
of internal auditing services. The more branches a bank
has, the greater its dependence on internal and itint will be.
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TABLE III-1






















Number of banks 13 7
aF.I.A.D.stands for banks with formal internal auditing
deparments.
bI.A.F.stands for banks with only internal auditing
function.
Table III-1 shows that all the banks with formal
internal auditing department have branch operations. There
are ten out of the thireen banks with formal internal
auditing department have at least four to six branches,and
five out of the seven banks with interbal auditing function
have fewer than four branches .In terms of branches per
bank,the average number of branches per bank is 7.2 for
the banks with formal internal auiting department and 3.1
for banks with only internal auditing function.1
The pount that branch operation impetus bank internal
auditing is further substantiated by a high positive corre-
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lation between the time of branch establishment and the
establishment of the internal Auditing departments. Thirteen
of the twenty-three banks under study had internal auditing
departments. The relationship between the time of branch
establishemnt and the year of establishing the internal
auditing departments among these thirteen banks can be
seen in the following table.
TABLE III-2
RELATICKSHIF BETWEEN THE DATE OF BRANCH ESTABLISHMENT
AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE INTERNAL AUDITING






































For the figures presented here, the correlation
between the number of branches established and the number
of internal auditing departments established is 0.9134.2
This high positive correlation shows that branch develop-
ment is one of the most prominent factors contributing to
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the development of internal auditing in the banks incor-
porated in Hong Kong.
A number of requirements set in the Banking
Ordinance give further impetus to the develpment of
internal auditing. Under the new Banking Ordinance in
1964 and amendment in 1967, the Hong Kong Government aimed
at getting control on banking operations. Some characteris-
tics of the Banking Ordinance are presented as follows:
(1) To avoid risks inherent in tying up too great
a proportion of a bank's funds in illiquid and speculative
transactions, the amount of holdings of each bank should
be 25 per cent of the average deposits liabilities of the
bank.3
(2) Provision is also made to secure the proper
auditing of banker's books and the proper publication of
annual balance sheet. Every bank shall appoint an auditor,
or the auditor may be appointed by the Commissioner.4
(3) The audited balance sheet should be published
"in one English daily newspaper and one chinese daily
newspaper circulating in the Colony, not later than six
months afte the close of each financial year."5 Full
reporting, monthly and quarterly to the Financial Secre-
tary is also required for the Banking Commissioner to
discharge his supervisory duties and where necessary to
conduct detailed inspection.6
(4) "The Commissioner may at any time, with or
without prior notice to the bank, inspect the books,
accounts and transactions of any bank."7
(5) Any bank that is likely to become unable to
meet its obligations should report the information to the
Commissioner.8 In the event of unsatisfactory state of
operations, the Financial Secretary may appoint an advisor
to the bank, or the Banking commissioner himself may assume
control of the bank.9
Before the new Banking Crdinance, the bank owners
had greater freedom in running their banks. They now have
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more rules and regulations to comply with. As time and
available manpower resources are limited, the owners are
not able to do everything by thetrmselves. Most probably,
they have to delegate part of the responsibilities to
someone else. They need someone to see if the bank opera-
tions meet the requirements of the banking laws. For
example, someone must see that the monthly and quarterly
financial returns to the Financial Secretary are accurate
and proper, and that the records and the accouting books
of the banks are in the proper shape and are available
for inspection by the Banking Commissioner at any time.
The internal auditors are the appropriate persons to carry
out these functions for the banks. The number of banks which
established internal auditing departments after the passage
of the Banking Crdinance suports this conjecture. Table
III-2 shows that 76 per cent (ten out of thirteen) of the
banks established their internal auditing department between
1961 to 1970. Approximately 50 per cent of the banks
actually established their internal anditing departments
only after the new Banking Crdinance was enforced. It may
therefore be concluded that, for many banks, the passage of
the Banking Ordinance constituted a major driving force for
the establishment of their internal auditing departments.
The banking crisis in 1965, wllich caused two banks
to fail and drove another into liquidation, may hve been
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another driving force for the development of internal
auditing in the banking industry. after the orisis, many
banks started to be aware that proper managment control
is essential to sound banking operation and management.
Internal auditing is one of the best controls available to
them.
Another significant development in the banking
industry in Hong Kong in recent years has been the taking
over of control of locally incorporated banks by foreign
banks. since 1965, seven locally incorporated banks have
become subsidiaries of foreign banks. There are a number
of reasons for this development, the more important of which
follow:
(1) During the banking crisis in 1965, many of the
locally kincorporated banks were indebted to the foreign
banks for the latter's support.
(2) Many of the small banks could not comply with
the minimum capital requirements after the expiratio of
four years period as stipulated by the new Banking Crdinance.
From the point of view of the seven locally incor-
porated banks involved, the change in control may be a sad
turning point in their development. For the development of
internal auditing in the banking industry however, it cons-
titutes a blessing. All of the seven banks now maintain
a formal internal auditing department. It is important to
note that four of the departments were established after the
foreign banks took control. We may then conclude that, to
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a certain degree, foreign controlling interest has made a
favourable impact on the development of internal auditing
in the locally incorporated banks.
Audit Objectives
Audit objectives are goals which guide the internal
auditor in carrying out the audit work. It is interesting
to note that all seven banks with a formal internal auditing
department have their audit objectives in writing. Not
even one of the banks with only internal auditing functions
spell out their objectives in writing.
In the author's survey, the banks were asked whether
they used the audit objectives put forward by the Bank
Administration Institute. It was found that many of the
banks did have these objectives in their internal auditing.
Table III-3 summarizes the results.
More than 70 per cent of the banks with internal
auditing departments indicated that their audit objectives
include all the points listed. However, items(2),(3), and
(4) stated in Table III-3 are their prime concern since
more than 90 per cent of tham include these points in their
objectives. The audit objectives among the banks with
internal audit functions are diversified. No general agree-
ment can be reached. Nevertheless, they seem to pay more




























NO. %a No. %0 NO. %
9 70
4 56 13 65
12 92 4 56 16
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13 100 4 56
17 85
13 100 4 56 17 85
10 77 6 86
16 80
10 77 5 71 15 75
a Expressed in percentage of the total sample of the
thirteen banks in this category
bExpressed in percentage of the total sample of the
seven banks in this category
Indicated that prevention and detection of fraud were not
their major objectives since the management of their banks
believed in mutual cooperation and trust. They adhered
to an old chinese principle:"Do not employ a person whom
you do not trust; once you employ a person, trust him
completely." Some of them believed that review of opera-
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tions, prevention and detection of fraud, and avaluation of
the system of internal control are the responsibility of
managment. Two of them admitted that the internal auditors
did not completely know the policy of management, and that
law and supervisory rules were not the concern of the
internal auditor.
In addition, the following objectives were mentioned
by some of the banks:
(1) Review of staff morale, inter-relationship among
staff members and officers.
(2) Review of the management of the bank.
(3) Promotion of communication between head office
and branches.
(4) Examination of the credit limit granted to the
customers.
Internal Auditing Manual
Generally, every kbank should have an internal
auditing manual which serves as a written guide to the
suditing department. A typical internal auditing manual
may include general princeiples concering the auditing
department such as audit objectives, audit approach,
authority of the internal auditor, qualification require-
ment of internal auditors, and audit programs of the various
internal auditing activities. It may also include generaal
materials such as organizational charts, company policy,
and various memoranda. The purpose of the compilation of
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an internal auditing manual is to give general guidance to
the internal auditors in carring out their functions.
Most of the banks under study do not have written
internal auditing manuals. mong the thirteen banks with
formal internal auditing departments, only five stated that
they have internal auditing manuals--two in detailed form,
two in guideline form, and one in the process of preparation,
None of the seven band with only internal auditing func-
tions have internal auditing Manuals of any type. However,
nine out of the other fifteen banks with no internal audi-
ting manual stated that they have simple guidelines of
one form or another from the top management. Those banks
with neither internal auditing manuals nor guidelines usual-
ly carry out their audit assignment according to the special
suggestions of management. A number of them according
to she accounting system and then concentra on "spot"
auditing.
in a good internal auditing manual, the scope,
responsibility and activities of the internal auditing
department are clearly laid down. However, it seers risky
for one to judge the effectiveness of an internal auditing
system simply on the availability of a written internal
auditing manual. An internal auditing manual tends to dis-
courage creativity and initiation in the internal auditor
if it is followed too closely by the internal auditor.
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Scope and Responsibility
The scope of internal auditing tends to measure the
audit activities covered and also the responsibility of the
internal auditor. Generally, the audit program coverage
of banks with formal departments and banks with only
internal auditing function are quite similar. As shown
in Table III-4, over 80 per cent of the banks have covered
the audit of cash, credit and loan collateral, overdrafts,
current accounts, interest on loans and deposits. It is
interesting to notice that only a few of the internal
auditors offer tax consulting service to the banks. This
is due to the fact that the tax law in Hong Kong is simple
and the tax rate is rather low. 10 On the whole, only 55 per
cent of the responding banks include checking reserves in
their audit program. The reason for this is that many small
banks assign this responsibility to the accounting depart-
ment, or to a manager or even to the managing director of
the bank.
The other activities mentioned are as follow:
(1) Guarantee audit;
(2) Investigate credit standings of customers;
(3) Cbserve the discipline and service manner of
the staff.
Besides, some of the bank internal auditors also have line
control over other departments. Of the thirteen banks, one
internal auditor controls the accounting department and one
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is responsible for handling the personnel function.
TABLE III-4
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Except for three comparatively larger banks, most
of the banks in the survey do not have a separate method-
and-procedure department to develop or install systems and
procedures. in this case, the internal auditors usually
are responsible for developing both financial and non-
financial systems and procedures. For the remaining seven-
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teen banks, nine of them (five with departments and four
with functions only) are internally audited by the internal
auditors; the others are done by the bank managers or
accountants. Usually, the internal auditor and the other
high executives of the bank discuss this problem weekly
or monthly in their "operational meeting." Eleven banks
in the study do not develop new systems and procedures.
Five out of the eleven (45 per cent) di have the oppor-
tunity to examine, appraise and approve of new systems
and procedures before they are adopted in the banks.
Authority
The internal auditors in the banks are usually
given authority to carry out their audit assignments
in both the home office and the branches. Fifteen out
of the twenty banks stated that their internal auditors can
enter for the purpose of audit, any office, branch or
property of the bank at any time. Of these fifteen banks,
eleven have formal internal auditing departments, and four
have internal auditing function only--i.e., 85 per cent
and 57 per cent respectively. In this sense, the authority
granted to the internal auditors in the banks with formal
internal auditing departments is greater than those in the
banks with internal auditing function only.
Some banks place limitation on the type of docu-
ments and information accessable to the internal auditors.
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Eleven responding banks indicated that there are certain
records, correspondence, and data that are not accessable
to the internal auditors. Table III-5 shows the type of
information not accessable to the internal auditors and
the number of banks involved.
TABLE III-5
AUDIT REVIEW LIMITATION TO THE INTERNAL
AUDITORS IN ELEVEN BANKS
Audit review limitation No of banks
1. Confidential matters of policy 6
2. Personnel records 6
3. Top level managements correspondence
and minutes 4
4. Executive salary records 3
5. Access restricted to accounting only 2
Since most of the banks are private limited, and
the management and ownership rests with a small number
of people, it is not surprising to find that items (1), (2),
(3), and (4) in Table III-5 are not to be reviewed freely.
In these banks, decision making and policy formulation
is determined by a few persons only.
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Organization
The Place of the Internal
Auditor in the Banks
The organization of the banks under study is
straight forward. Each bank usually has a board of direc-
tors of which the majority of bank owners are members.
The managing directors are responsible for supervising and
making decisions about the daily operations of the bank.
There are a number of managers and sub-managers,accountants
or sub-accountants, to assist the managing directors. They
are usually section heads or department heads of the bills
department, accounting department, credit department,
current accouts department and savings department etc.
For those banks with formal internal auditing departments,
the department usually has an organizational status equiva-
lent to a department or a section in the organization.
Figure III-1 shows a simplified and generalized organiza-
tion chart of the banks with formal internal auditing
departments.
For the banks with no formal internal auditing
department, all audit functions are carried out by the
accounting department. An exception to this is one bank
whose internal audit functions are directly taken by one
director. There is thus no distinct organizational status
for the internal auditors in these banks.
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FIGURE III-1
A SIMPLIFIED AND GENERALIZED ORGANIZATION











Branch Accounting Head Office
Accounitng
In the point of view of organization, those banks
with no formal internal auditing department are quite
different from those banks with departments. Nevertheless,
the top management to whom the internal auditors report
are quite similar in both groups of banks. Table III-6
illustrates this fact.
Obviously most the banks, with or without formal
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internal auditing departments, usually report to the
Managing Director or General Manager. As shown in Table
III-6, the majority (14 out of 20) of the bank internal
auditors or the persons responsible for internal auditing
functions report to these positions. Interestingly, none
of the internal auditors of the banks with internal auditing
departments report to the Board of Directors; two banks
with no formal internal auditiong department do report to
the board. The main reason is that the person responsible
for the internal auditing funciton already has a high status
in the organization--a director or a manager.
TABLE III-6

























Organization of the Internal
Auditing Departments
The internal auditing departments of the banks
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Comparatively,the internal auditing sections in
the banks with formal internal auditing deparments are
larger than those in the banks with only internal auditing
functions.Thirteen out of the twenty banks have fewer
than five persons handling the internal auditing work.
There are a number of reasons which account for this fact.
First of all,with a few exceptions,most of the banks
are confined with their branch operations to the territories
of Hong Kong .The area coverage is not wide. Travelling
from the head office to the branches takes from galf an
hour to an hour by car. Furthermore,as mentioned in
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Chapter one, the major purpose of these branches is to
absorb deposits. Only a few of the branches are given
authority to grant loans and credits. Instead, mest of the
credit and loan applications are handled by the head offices.
Consequently, the operations of the branches are quite
limited, and so is the scope of audit coverage in braqnch
audit. Since the scope and audit objectives of the banks
are mainy confined to branch audit and financial audit
as presented in the previous sections, very few of the banks
intend to use the internal auditing department for other
special assigments, such as investment project appraisal
or credit investigations. Except for one with more that
thirty persons, most of the banks do not have a large
internal auditing department.
Most of the offices of internal auditing depart-
ments are located in the head offices and use the same
offices as the accounting departments. The title of the
internal auditors of the banks iwth formal internal auditing
departments is usually "Auditor" (in 7 out of 13 cases),
while in other banks it is "Manager" or "Sub-manager,"
"Accountant" or "Sub-accountant." Each bank has one on
two assistants and two or three junior staff members assis-
ting the auditors. Figure III-2 shows a generalized












Junior Staff Junior Staff
Except for a few large banks, the junior staff
members are usually not divided into fixed groups. The
staff may carry out the audit assignments individually or
two or three persons may form a group. some banks even
make use of the available staff in other departments to
accomplish the audit assignments if required. the organi-
zation of the internal auditing departements are clearly
very flexible.
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Administration of the Internal
Auditing Departments
Qualifications. Banking is a highly specialised
business. Bank internal auditors should be acquainted with
banking operations and practices. Besides bank accounting
and auditing, the bank internal auditors should have a broad
knowledge of industry and commerce.
The qualifications of the bank internal auditors
consist of three major elements, i.e., professional quali-
fication, schooling, and working experience. In the survey,
there are only three banks which have in their internal
auditing department professional mem with membership in
teh Chartered Accountants, the Association of Certified
and Corporate Accountants, or the Australian Society of
Accountants. This may be due to the fact that the cost
of employing a person with professional qualifications is
too high. Moreover, the source of supply is limited in
Hong Kong.
As far as schooling is concerned, out of the twenty
banks, there are nine stated that they have university
graduates and five stated that they employ high school
graduates in their bank auditing department. These gra-
duates are usually recruited into the bank as bank trainees
and then transfered to the internal auditing department.
Without exception, the banks stated that bank
working experience is, by far, the most important considera-
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tion in selection of barnk auditors. some of the resoondents
explained that their internal auditors dono b have any
particular qualifications such as professional or univer-
sity degrees, but merely have bank working experience.
This indicates that bank workint experience is the prime
qualification for a bank internal auditor. Outer experience
includes public accounting experience and internal auditing
experience. Comparatively, the number of banks with public
accounting experience personnel is greater than those with
internal auditing experience. Since internal auditin is
relatively new to the banks, not many people in Hong Kong
have such experience. Apart from these qualifications, most
banks stated that fidelity is one of the most important
considerations when selecting an internal auditor.
Recruitin. Since a general understanding of the
operations and management of the bank is a minimum require-
ment for the appointment of internal auditor, most of the
internal auditors are selected from within. Nearly ten
out of the thirteen bans-:s with fore al internal auditing
departments follow the principle of recruiting their internal
auditing staff only from their respective accounting depart-
ments or other departments. The of ler three banks would
consider anyone with appropriate qualifications. However,
recruiting is seldom through newspaper advertisement.
Since those banks with only internal auditing func-
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tions do not have distinct internal auditing staff, all the
banks replied that they use the staff of the accounitng
department.
Training. As the internal auditing departments
of the banks are small, there are only ten banks which pro-
vide training programs for their staff. The other ten do
not have any training programs at all. Among the ten with
training programs, eight of them have a formal internal
auditing department and the others have internal auditing
functions only.
The majority of the banks provide only on-the-job
training with the senior audit staff. Only two banks, both
with formal internal auditing departments, have formal train-
ing programs. Apart from the training within the internal
auditing department, nearly half of the banks (nine out of
twenty) provide general training programs for the new staff
of the bank.
The formal internal auditing training program con-
sists of lectures given by the Chief Internal Auditor or
other executives of the bank. Sometimes, outside speakers
are also invited. Two-hours lectures are usually give once
a week. The subjects for the lectures include accounting
principles and procedures. In addition to the training
program, some banks also encourage their staff to take extra-
mural courses concerning accounting, banking and computer
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science offered bar the two universities in Hong Kong.The
staff members sometimes are also encouraged to take pro-
fessional examinations either sponsored. by the or
accounting bodies. In many cases, the banks usually offer
tuition-subsidy for these activities. Those banks without
formal internal auditing training program usually send heir
staff to practise the various ban sine operations through
departmental rotations or to participate in the general new
staff training programs of the bank.
Meetings. Departmental meetings among the internal
auditing staff have the dual function of training and of
discussing the audit problems of the bank. Eleven out of
the thirteen banks with formal internal auditing departments
and four out of the seven banks with internal auditing
functions indicated that they hold such meetings. Most of
their meetings are informal meetings and are held occa-
sionally. In case Mere are regular meetings, they are
usually held wee ily, bi-Weekly, or monthly.
Auditin- TMietihods and T eportin
General Auditing Methods
Audit Schedule. Many companies are used to Navin
an audit schedule which, in fact, is a working schedule
governing the audit activities to be performed. The
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schedule may be annual, semi-annual,or quarterly. Seven
out of the twenty banks under study have a sceodulc of this
Kind. The others either determine their work in neetings
or perform their functions upon the instructions of the
managing director.
Pre-audit. Pre-audit means the performance of
checking by the internal audit staff before the operational
transactions are completed and recorded in the accounting
books. Some of the bank audit staff are assigned to handle
this function.
Branch Audits. Branch audits are the major acti-
vities of the internal auditors.Except for two of the
banks with only internal auditing functions and one small
bank which has no branch, all the remaining seventeen banks
perform branch audits. About half of them perform branch
audits regularly and the other half occasionally. The
frequency of the branch audits varies, depending on the
needs of management and also the capacity of the audit
department. Some of the banks audit t1leir branches once
or twice per year, in addition to some other special assign-
ments. Some banks conduct area audit every i eek and complete
audit approximately every three months.
The element of surprise's is important to auditing.
The majority of the banks do accept this concept. Eleven
out of thirteen banks with formal internal auditing depart-
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ments do not notify their branches or the departments before
audits. Cnly two of the seven banks with internal auditing
functions adopt the same practice. This indicates that the
audit function carried out by the banks with formal internal
auditing departments are more satisfactory.
The two banks which do not audit their branches
are small banks and their auditing staff is limited.
However, the reason givan by the banks for not having branch
audits is that they have responsible and reliable persons,
such as relatives of the bank owners, in charge of the
branches. Nevertheless, they do require their branches
to send daily, weekly, and monthly statements and reports
to the internal auditing department at the head office for
checking and audit.
Since the internal auditors always have chances to
contact persons of different departments and branches, they
are often requested by management to evaluate the performance
of the individual employees when they are given special
assignments. However, in Hong Kong, only eight out of
twenty banks request their internal auditors to perform
such duties. We may conclude that the bank management's
recognition of the service of the internal auditors in this
area is still limited.
Surprise Cash Count. Surprise cash check on the
teller and the cash vault is one of the most important
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auditing techniques employed by the bank auditors in safe-
guarding the bank assets.Nearly all the internal auditors
in the banks with formal internal auditing department
indicated that they made surprise checks on the tellers and
cash vault.Some of them count the cash daily or weakly.
The surprise checks on the bank vaults (counting the moey
by random)are also taken weekly or monthly. A full count
of the cash vault is not so frequent--usually monthly,
semi-annually or yearly.As far as the branches are con-
cerned,most of the banks have a maximum limit on the
amount of cash in the branch vault . The limit, of course,
depends on the operation and the need of each branch.
Generally,the cash count is made after business hours
or in the mornnings before business starts.
Except in one bank,no internal auditor in the
banks with only internal auditing functions carries out
surprise cash counting function.In these cases,the check-
ing function is geerally tshe responsibility of the bank
managers,cashiers and sometimes of the public accountants.
Audit program and Audit Approach.An audit program
is a plan describing the activities or areas which the
internal auditor desires to cover in a partivular assignment.
It is usually prepared before the assignment as a guide or
as instructions to the junior audit staff. It is also
essential to encure the best coverage,to provide means for
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measurement of progress, and to provide a basis for revision
of the audit prograril where necessary. Jhere are two kinds
of programs--standard program and custom-built program
standard program is fixed by the bans possibly in the inter-
nal auditing manual, while the custom-built program is drawn
up by the auditor according to the needs of tcie assignment
as well as of the circumstances.The majority of the banks
in Hong Kong do not use a standsrd program by itself.Kost





























It is not surprising to find that four out of seven
banks with internal auditing functions do not have any prede-
termined program. Their auditing functions are more or
less confined to checking the accuracy of the accounting
books and reports only. Programs are therefore not neces-
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sary.
The organization of the banks is usually built
around the functinal activities. The difference between
functions and departments in a bank is not great. The bank
internal auditors often follow the functions or depart-
ments of the bank when they carry out their audits. Very
few of them stated that they follow the balance sheet



























Internal Control Evaluation. One of the major
functions of internal auditing is to evaluate the adequacy
of internal control in safeguarding assets and prevention
of frauds. There are a number of useful devices. Obser-
vations, questionnaires and flow charts are the most common-
ly used techniques.
In observation, the internal auditor simply watches
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the actual banking operations, and then evaluates the
adequacy of the internal control. This is a simple and
easy method, but it depends too Inuch on subjective judg-
ment and provides little base for evaluations.
The more satisfactory devices are internal control
evaluation questionnaires and flow charts. In the former
method the internal auditor prepares a set of sinable ques-
thionnaires and asks the staff of a branch or a deparment
to answer it.The present internal control system is thas
evaluated based on the analysis of the returned question-
naires.of course,actual observation is also use to
supplement the questionnaires. However,the use of ques-
tionnaires is not common in the banks of Hong Kong.Only
four out of the twenty responding banks stated that they
use questionnsires to evaluate the internal control(All
these four banks have formal internal auditing departments).
Flow charthing is a technique developed from analy-
tical auditing.Flow charts provide the auditor with a
graphical representation of the system and of the procedures
under audit and permits studies to evaluate internal control.
Ey comparing the flow charts prepared between two periods.
one can clearly see the changes in procedure or system
between audits. However it was found that only three out
of the twenty responding banks (each with formal internal




Statistical sampling is a technique commonly used
by internal auditors and public accountants. its use has
been advocated by the Bank Administration Institute of the
United States. Due to the numerous transactions handled
daily by hie banks, daily routine audits of all or almost
all transactions 1s humanly impossible. tatistical sam-
pling thus becomes an appropriate scientific technique used
by some bank auditors to cope with this problem. The survey
shows that there are ten out of the thirteen banks withe
formal internal auditing departments which adopt this tech-
nique. howenver, only four of these ten banks employ this
technique frequently, while the other six only use it occa-
sionally. One of the internal auditors said, "Our band
has been using statistical sampling for a time, but we
doubt olhether we will continue to use it in the future
because its effectiveness is uncertain" This indicates
that he did not find the application of statistical sampling
very satisfactory. Ali ost without exception, all the banks
without formal internal auditing de partients stated that
they do not use statistical sampling in auditing. In other
words, the merits of statistical sampling are still not
enerally recognized by the banks in Hong Kong.
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Audit Reporting
The survey shows that all but one of the thireteen
banks with formal internal auditing department aprepare
written reports after the audit assignments. Eight banks
(one withe a formal auditing department and seven with only
auditing functions) do not write any audit reperts. Internal
audittors in most of the banks in the latter group only give
an oral report of their findings, if any, to the appropriate
management level.
without exception, none of the interan audit reports
are published but are for internal use only. The findings
and recommendations are primarily reviewed by a memner of
top managemnt before they are circulated. All twelve banks
preparing audit reports send their audit reports to a senior
administrative executive, such as mannging director, chief
manager, or general manager. Only five out of the twelve
banks also repute thieir audit reports to the heads of the
operating departments. In cases where the entire audit
reports are not sent to the heads of the entire depart-
metns, the common practice after reviewing is for the
managing director or general manager to send the relevant
parts of the report to the departements concerned. In most
banks, internal auditors are thus responsinle directly to
the managing director who in turn decides who should receive
the report. this indicates that most of the internal
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auditors prepare the reports quite independently and that
they seldom discuss the findings and recommendeations with
the audited departments before they draft their internal
audit reports.
Since the top level management are usually busy
persons,most of the auyditors include a summary of the audit
findings in their audit reports in order to increase clarity
and highlight the main points of the findings for the top
management.Furthermore,all of the banks with written
reports stated that there was also an overall opinion given
in the reports based on findings.
Since most of the banks send their internal audit
reports first to the top level management,it is obvious
that the decisions regarding corrective actions and recom-
mendations are made by these people. In the survey,this
is the case in thirteen out of the twenty banks ,If it were
a serious problem such as fraud,most of the banks' internal
auditors stated that they would inform the top level manage-
ment and further action and decision would be left to the
discretion of the management;if it were a minor problem
such as carelessness in an accounting entry,the internal
auditors would advise the executive concerned and request
a corrective action.Only a bank definitely stated that the
major decision for corrective action was made by the board
of directors.
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The person responsible for the follow-up of reports
differs in the two groups.In banks with formal internal
auditing departments.the follow-up is mostly done by the
internal auditors;while in banks with internal auditing
functions,it is done by the accounting departments, branch
managers or the audited division concerned.
Relationship between Internal and
External Auditors
The banking law of Hong Kong stipulates that sach
bank must appoint a public auditor to audit the bank accounts
each year .If oa bank failas to do so.the Banking Commis-
sioner is to appoint an auyditor for it ,The major role of
the external auditors is to certify the fairness of the
financial statements.To a great extent,the internal audi-
tors work toward the same goal ,although they differ from
their counterpart in many respects.The existence of internal
audits does not reduce or eliminate the desirability of
external audit .By the same token,the existence of external
audit does not rule out the necd for internal audit .In
other words,each should supplement the other and a close
relationship should exist between the two.Unfortunately.
such relationships gave not been as close as they should
have been.
Firstly,most of the banks are not willing to invite
the external auditor for other management services besides
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the annual audit. In the survey, fifteen out of the twenty
banks stated that they did not emyloy the external auditors
for management service. At the same time, the external
auditors are not active enough to offer volunteer service
to the banks. In the study, sixteen out of the twenty banks
indicated that they received no assistance from the external
auditors in developing their internal auddit program. How-
ever, if the inteernal auditors would frankly invite hte
external auditors, they would give assistance in one way
or another. The banks did remark that the external auditors
gave them asssistance upon request. the usual form of assis-
tance was to suggest areas to cover, recommend changes in
proograms, and check the customers accounts. Because of the
lack of coordination, sixteen out of the twenty responding
banks remarke that the development of the internal auditing
in their banks had little change to the character and extent
of the external audits.
Secondly, the internal auditor should keep the
external auditor informed of changes in any audit program
as well as of the operational status of the ban through
the internal audit report. However, the surevey reveals
that only two out of the twelve responding banks reder
written audit reports and furnish them to the external
auditors.
Thirdly, the surevey furether reveals that no coor-
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dinate program of any kind exists betwj,ieen the bank internal
auditors and the external aua:Ltors. All these factors
indicate that cooperation and coordina ion are lacking
between the internal and external auditors.
On the other hand, during the annual audit, eleven
out of twenty of the banks, under the request of eternal
auditors, submit certificates to the external auditors
concerning balance sheet items. Generally, certificates
on cash count stock, doubtful debts, furniture and fixtures,
advance to customers, deposits items etc. are required.
To a certain extent, tilese certificates help to reduce the
auditors' work load and to remind the management that the
final responsibility of the financial statement rests with
management rather than with the external auditors.
Bank Audits and Electronic
Data Processing
Only two banks under study employ computer service.
These two banks are comparatively well established and have
several branches. Both of these banks stated that their
internal audit program includes the computer. In addition,
one of the banks mentioned that it started audit through
computer. It uses the computer to print out exceptions,
send confirmations, get overdraft reports etc. Their
control programs include the test of the computer programs,
control of programs, and the control of the master files.
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Since the number o banks having computer equipment is so
small, its significance to this study is limited.
Problems and 1uturo Plans
Some of tale banks remarked that it is not easy to
het appropriately qualified internal auditors as well as
internal audit staff. The salary of the banks is too low
to attract professional men while fresh university graduates
lack practical experience. E any of the staff members do
not like the auditing job because they find it boring and
uninteresting. Consequently, most banks do not have suffi-
cient staff to do the job adequately. Since many of the
bank's executives misunderstand the true objectives and
functions of the internal auditor, they may consider him to
be a 'tpolicernan' in the bank. As a result, conflict of
interest between the staff of the internal auditing depart-
ment and that of the other departments arises.
As far as management recognition is concerned, most
of the internal auditors are trustworthy people in the
opinion of the top management. This is indicated by the
fact that, according to the author's observation, some
internal auditors without definite experience in internal
auditing are promoted to the position of internal auditors
simply because they have been working for the bunk for long
period of time and are found to be trustworthy by the mana-
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sing director. Some of them can report directly to the
managing directors at any time. A small number of them even
have their offices next door to the Chief Manager or
Managing Director. the problem of management recognition,
therefore, does not constitute a problem in the banking
industry in Hong Kong.
The internal auditing departments of three out of
the seven banks expanded considerabdly in a period of five
months between the author's first and second visits. All
these three banks have increased their internal audit staff
by two or three persons. Amon file banes with i only internal
auditing functions, one is recruiting auditing staff for
the purpose of orr anizing u. formal internal auditing depart-
ment;two are considering the establishment of a formal
internal auditing department in the near future as their
business is expanding. In the future, the growth of the
internal auditin activities in the banks of Hong Kong will
be increasing enormously.
Efficient service is one oan the most powerful compe-
titive tools in the banking, business in Hong Kong . Compu-
terization is one of the devices which Drovide efficient
service to customers. Nost of the banks in Hong Kong are
approaching the point where the use of the computer becomes
economical for one reason or another. A number of the banks
that the author visited stated that they are considering the
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installation of computers in their banks. The increase in
the number of banks to use computers in the future will
create electronic data processing audit problems. The scope




1 The banks maintaining a formal internal auditing
department and these having only internal auditing functions
have branches ninety-four and twenty-two respectively.
since there are thirteen banks in the former categoru and
seven banks in the latter, the severage number of branches
per bank is therefore,7.2 and 3.1 respectively for these
two categories of banks.
2
3Eanking Crdinance Chapter 155. (Hong Kong : Govern-
ment printing press, revised edition), Part V, section 18,
13.p.9
4Tbid., Part IIIA, section 12 and
5Tbid., Part V. section 37.p.24
6Tbid., Part V, section 38. p.25
7Tbid., Part IV, section 15.p.12.
8Tbid., Part V. section 34. p.23.
9Tbid., Part VII, section 55. sub-section 3. p.32.




SUMMARY, EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION
While the previous chapter discussed in detail
internal auditing practices of the locally incorporated
banks in Hong, this chapter aims to summarize and to
evaluate such practices. Finally, recommendations for
improvement will be suggested.
General Develoopment of Bank Internal
Auditing in Hong Kong
With the increase of the number of banks and
branches, the banking industry in Hong Kong has grown more
and more competitive. Highly efficient service has become
one of the most powerful competitive instruments. The
internal auditors have become the "ears and eyes" of manage-
ment. They continuously evaluate the operations of the
bank. This not only keeps the bank running on the right
track, but also helps to improve the efficiency of opera-
tions and consequently renders better service to customers.
A good internal auditing department can also increase the
safety of money in a bank, thus increasing the prestige and
reputation of the bank. Constructive recommendations made
by the internal auditors should be useful in the future
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planning and expansion of a bank. In this respect, a well
established internal auditing department is productive
rather than expensive. Although the development of internal
auditing among locally incorporated banks has passed its
infant stage, internal auditing departments still do not
exist in many banks. For those banks which still do not
have internal auditing departments, it is recommended that
they establish such a department.
The Nature of Bank Auditing
in Hong Kong
The great majority of the banks, especially those
with formal internal auditing departments, pursue the
following audit objectives, ranked according to priority:
(1) Prevention and detection of fraud determination
of the accuracy of accounting books.
(2) Compliance with bank policies and procedures,
laws, supervisory rules, and regulations.
(3)Evaluation of the system of internal control.
(4) Reporting abnormal conditions and recommending
changes.
(5) Review of operations.
These audit objectives as advocated by the Bank
Administrative Institute are followed by most of the banks
under study. While this is commendable, the fact is there
are still several bank internal auditors particularly in
banks with internal auditing functions who do not recognize
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the goals of their functions in one way or another. Evalua-
tion of the system of internal control and review of opera-
tions are extremely important to internal auditin but they
are completely ignored by a number of banks. Most of the
banks do not even have their audit objectives specified in
writing. This indicates that they fail to give as much
guidance to their internal auditors as they should. This
may ire a real handicap to the scope and function of auditors
as well as to the status of the inter-Dial auditors in the
banes.
The broad scope of activities covered by the banks
are depicted in Table 11I-4.Although most of the activi-
ties are related to accounting activities, many of them are
also operational in nature, such as credit and loan colla-
terals, bank reserves in compliance with the Banting
Ordinance, bank overdrafts, adequacy of bad debt allowances,
interest rates for loans and deposits, letters of credit
and acceptance. internal a dit has o e beyond the stage
of pure financial audit to non--accounting areas as well.
In fact, the audit activities covered by two of the larger
banks are even -wider. One of them even as l its internal
auditor to check the cleanliness of the bank and the safety
measure adopted by the bank. Another bank uses its auditors
to observe staff morale and service manner, to study the
locations for the establishment of branches, and even to
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investigate competitors' policies.
Nost of the banks under under study have no internal audit
manual. The disadvantages of an audit manual are that it
thends to be asubstitue for independent thinking, imagina-
tion, and inquiry on the part of the internal auditors, if
the manual is mechanically adhered to. However, a well
pjrepared manual often serves as a general guide and also as
a reminder suggesting steps to be taken. A bank which
intends to have a sound internal auditing department should,
first of all, prepare a good internal auditing manual. In
the manual. the objectives and scope of auditing should be
clearly expressed in general terma. all the objectives
listed by the Bank Administrative Institute are equally
important and theredfore should be included in the auddit
objectives. Also included should be the special require-
ments of an individual bank . It is necessary to mantion in
the manual that the internal auditor has authority to carry
out his audit activities freely instead of following the
audit manual strictly.
Secondly, the scope of activities should include
as many financial and non-financial activities as possible.
The top management can also make use of the internal auditor
for other management consulting services such as t a1 advice,
project evaluation, Planning and budgeting, and suggestion
of future developments. On their part, the internal audi-
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tors should actively "sell"their services to management
through the recommendations and suggestions in the auditing
reports. If the internal auditor does these, the mange-
ment better recognize the value of internal auditing to
their banks.
Independence and Status of
the Internal Auditors
As has been pointed out before, independence is the
backbone of both internal audit and external audit. The
very value of audit depends on the independence of the
auditors. While we are satisfied in general with the degree
of incependence granted to the internal auditors in the
banks under study (especially in those banks where internal
audit departments exist),there is still room for improve--
ment. For instance, many banks ask their internal auditors
to develop and install new systems and procedures. Some-
times, internal auditors may even be asked to perform opera--
ting functions, such as keeping accounts. Undoubtedly the
auditors are capable of doing all these jobs, but they
should not be solely responsible for system designing and
installation. If they are, their independence can be
doubted. This is not to say that they should not render
service in these areas, but should render them only in
an advisory capacity. Asking internal auditors to perform
operation functions must also be avoided. Once an internal
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auditor becomes involved in operating functions, he begins
to lose his independence. One has to remember that a major
function of the internal auditor is to investigate and
appraise such operating functions.
In order to gain independence, the internal auditing
department should have sufficient status within an organiza-
tion. Status may in part be a state of mind or a psycholo-
gical matter. However, it can also be shown in concrete
ways, such as existence as a separate department, and
accessibility of information to auditors, The status given
to the internal auditors in the banks under study is in
general satisfactory.Again there is room for improvement.
To perform internal audit functions properly, such
functions must be carried out by a group of individuals
separate from other operating departments.The establish-
ment of a separate department would give the internal
auditor not only an identity but also a centralized control
of audit activities. Furthermore, it would increase the
status of internal auditors and hence the respect and
confidence of others. It is strongly recommended, there-
fore, that those banks without an internal auditing depart-
ment should consider seriously the establishment of a
separate audit department.
An internal audit department should be separated
form other operating departments physically as well as
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organizationally. For the sake of convenience and economy,
many of the banks that the author visited house their internal
audit staff and accounting staff in the same office. One
has the feeling that the internal auditing department is
an"appendix" to the accounting department . Hence the image
of independence is lost even in outward appearance. Such
undesirable practices should be corrected, and internal
auditors should be given a separate office which is generally
considered to be a status symbol.
Unfortunately, it was found that in many banks
internal auditors do not have access to all the information
which is vital for their audits. Chief among these are
minutes of the Board of Directors, top management corres--
pondences, personnel records, etc. It is not hard to see
that all these items are related to the operation of the
bank in one way or the other. Confidential as they are,
they should be made available to internal auditing during
their audits.
Organization of the Internal
Auditing Department
It is unrealistic to prescribe the specific number
of persons that a bank should have in its internal auditing
department. The organization and the number of personnel
in the internal auditing department depends on the nceds and
the organizational structure of the individual bank as a
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whole. However,judging from the broad functions and respon-
sibilities delegated to them,the internal auditing depart-
ment in most of the banks incorporated in Hong Kong are too
amall. Generally,most of the banks have an internal
suditing department head,one or two asistants,and two
or three junior auditors.The number of junior auditors are
relatively small in view of the amount of work that the
internal auditing department gas to perform.
In order to strenthen the auditing mentivities of
the banks,the bank internal auditing seetion should slightly
increase the number of staff, particularly in the lower
ranks For a medium sized bank with seven to nine branches,
the following guide is suggested for the organization of












An internal auditing department consisting of eight
to eleven persons is suffieient .The number should vary,
of course,to meet specific requirements.The junior
auditors should be divided into two or three groups and
supervised by the Assistant Internal Auditors.with the
aid of the junior internal auditors,the assistant and chief
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internal auditors can be released to draw up programs, write
audit reports, conduct meetinggs and so forth.
Qualifications, recruiting
and Training
The survey shows that all the bank internal audit
staff members have bank ecperience and nearly half of them
have university degrees or profesional qualifications. In
the opinion of the author, staff qualifications in the
internal auditing departemnts under study is satisfactory.
The survey indicates that very few of the banks
recruit their internal audit staff from external sources.
To recruit the internal audit staff internally is a common
practice, especially from the accounting department. This
recruitin pattern has its advantages as well as its disad-
vantages. On the one hand, the internal auditors recruited
internally usually have some knowledge of the operations
of the bank. such knowledge is valuable to their audit
work later on. Also, the practice tends to increase the
status of the internal auditors, because only those staff
members who perform well and are trustworthy are selected
to work in the internal auditing department. On the other
hand, the lack of new blood and netiw ideas that can be
brought in by a person recruited From outside is a major
criticism against recruiting entirely from within. For
the sake of improving internal auditing, it is suggested
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that the banks recruit part of their audit staff from out--
side sources such as from universities, colleges, technical
colleges with accounting or commerce training , or from the
public accounting field.
Many banks in Hong Kong do not have formal training
programs for their internal auditors. The common form of
training is on-the-job training under the supervision of the
senior executives. Sinc most of the internal auditing
departments are not large, it is impractical if not impossi--
ble for them to have formal training programs for a depart--
ment with only four to five persons. On-the-job training
is, therefore, an appropriate training davice. The training
must be well planned and organized, however, so as to give
the new audit staff a general view of the audit activities.
They must be properly supervised and directed by an
experienced senior audit staff member. It is specially
important for the senior staff to explain carefully and
in detail the approaches, objectives and scope of each audit
they undertake, particularly regarding the strength or
weakness of the bank's internal control procedures.
Departmental meetings are also a useful training
device. For those banks which do not have formal training
programs, it is advised that they make use of departmental
meetings. In the meetings, they can discuss together the
schedules, programs, approaches, objectives and scope of
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audit for the bank. Audit problems encountered can also
be discussed and experiences can be exchanged. The junior
members should be encouraged to partioipate and to give
suggestions in the Meetings. This kind of meeting can
surely stimulate staff morale and interest, and give greater
job satisfaction. The audit staff should also be encouraged
to take courses offered by the educational institutions in
Hong Kong in the areas of banking, commercial law, accoun-
ting, and economic principles etc. This will strengthen
their theoretical understanding of the field. If possible,
every staff member should study concurrently for an accoun-
ting professional examination such as the Association of
Certified and Corporate Accountants, Association of Inter-
national Accountants, or the Banking Institutes. Subscrip-




The majority of the banks under study do not have
a fixed auditing schedule. This seems to indicate that they
are in favour of flexibility and surprise checks. However,
in the author's opinion, it is more desirable and beneficial
to have an internal audit schedule planned one to three
months ahead so as to ensure minimum audit coverage.
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Except for a few banks, most banks in Hong Kong use
custom-built programs and a number of them use standard
programs and custom-built programs together in guiding their
audits. Since custom-built programs are commonly used by
the banks, it indicates that they emphasize the flexibility
of auditing. This practice is similar to that in the United
States.1
The approach to auditing is also in line with that
of the United States.2 Most of the audits in Hong Kong are
carried out with the functional approach, i.e., they audit
the bank credit function, deposits function, bills inwards
and outwards, and interest. This indicates that many
operational areas are covered in the bank audit activities.
The bank internal auditors in Hong Kong seem to be quite
aware of "operational audits."
Surprise Cash Count
Nearly all internal auditors in the banks with
internal auditing departments have the authority to check
the cash vaults and tellers by surprise cash count. The
overwhelming majority of the internal audit staff in the
banks with no formal internal auditing department do not
have such authority. Undesirable as it may seem, the course
taken by the latter banks may be a wise one since the audit
staff are also asked to perform operational funtions.
It is hoped that these banks will soon establish internal
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auditing departments or at least will not ask their audit
staff to perform line functions.
The Application of Questionnaires
and Flow Charts in Evaluation
of Internal Control
Very few of the banks in Hong Kong make use of
questionnaires and flow charts in the evaluation of the
internal control of the banks, In fact.these two techniques
are very important.Questionnaires provise an objective
base for evaluation while flow charts provide an analytical
framework for the systems and procedures under review.
These are the most commonly used auditing techniques in the
United States,The banks in Hong Kong are urged to employ
these two techniques as soon as possible.
Statistical Sampling
The survey indicates that statistical sampling has
been quite commonly used in the bank audits in Hong Kong.
However,there are still some banks which still doubt the
value of test-audit.This may be due to the fact that many
of the internal auditors are not acquainted with statistical
sampling techiques.Statistical sampling is effective only
when the ssample plans are carefully designed to endure the
greatest precision.Inadopting statistical sampling.the
risk and the cost involved must be balanced.The author
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suggests that internal auditors acquire a clear understanding
of the sampling techniques and to apply them widely in their
auditing work so as to minimize the effort and the cost of
audits.
Auditing Reports
Most of the banks with formal internal auditing
departments render audit reports after they finish their
audit assignments.This shows that the internal auditiors
have realized the value of using audit reports as a means
of communicating their findings and recommendations to the
top management.
The survery also indicates that a great number of the
internal audiors do not send their reports to the operating
departments under audit not send their reports to the
them.Many internal auditors have the notion that the
internal auditing reports should be highly condfidential.
Even more unforunate is the fect that many executives in
the banks have the same idea. They look upon the role of
internal auditing staff as that of secret policemon,3 and
hence they require their auditors to submit their reports
secrety after doing audits.Of course,there are reasons
to support this practice. However,they fail to see that
many of the departments whose works are audited do want to
know the results and the findings of the audit .According
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to the study made by Neil C. Churchill and william W. Cooper,
more than 90 per cent of the operating departments under
their study desire to see the internal auditing reports.
Of these departments, 53 per cent stated that the findings
presented in the audit report are more important and 47 per
cent said it is the recommendations. 4 Undoubtedly, the
present reporting practice in the banks in Hong Kong has
caused some unnecessarily unpleasant exchanges between the
audited departments and the internal auditors.
The following recommendations are made for the
improvement of reporting procedures. It is hoped that the
internal auditors will thus win the confidence of both the
top management and their colleagues in the operating depart--
ments, and hence their full cooperation. To this end, the
internal auditors should hold conferences with the officials
to discuss the findings and recommendations. It is highly
desirable that the findings and recommendations to be dis-
cussed be sent to the operating departments concerned before
hand. However, in case frauds are suspected or discovered,
the internal auditors should report directly to the top
level management with sufficient evidence. If possible, the
auditor should also send the audit reports to the top level
operating executives or at least periodically send them the
summaries of findings and recommendations. The reports
should be sufficiently detailed to provide management with
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a clear but precise picture to ensure expedient action.
Relationship between the Internal
and External Auditors
Although the roles played by the external auditors
and the internal auditors are different, they do possess
many things in common. This being the case, one would right-
ly expect a close relationship between the two. Unfortunate-
ly, the expectation is far from reality in Hong Kong. For
instance, very few of the internal auditors furnish their
internal auditing reports to the external auditors. On the
other and of the scale, the external auditors seldom sctive-
ly help the bank internal auditors develop their internal
auditing department or the internal auditing program, unless
requested to do so.
Internal auditing in Hong Kong banks is only in its
develophing stage. They need assistance in their early stages
as well as in the developmant of audit programs. Since the
external auditors of a bank have been auditing the bank for
a number of years, they can give advice and assistance to
the banks in these areas and the banks should be willing to
pay for such services.
As a start, the author suggests that the following
steps be taken either by the internal auditors, or the
external auditors:
(1) The bank external auditor should be invited to
assist and supervise the establishment of the internal
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auditing department in its early stage. Of course, it is
not desirable to keep the internal auditor under the control
of the external auditor. The internal auditor should be
free from this supervision once the department is functioning
properly.
(2) The audit program developed by the internal
auditors should be forwarded to the external auditor for
review and comments. The external auditor should be informed
of any subsequent changes in the program.
(3) Acopy of the internal report should be sent
to the external auditor for reference.
(4) As part of the "interim audit" or "annual audit,"
the external auditor should review programs and reports, the
internal audit system, and internal control before he draws
up his audit program. This reliance may help the external
auditor to carry out his audit more efficiently and effec-
tively.
A Concluding Remark
In this study, the various aspects of internal
auditing as a form of management control have been discussed
and the importance of internal auditing to the banking
industry has been emphasized. The practices of internal
auditing in the banks incorporated in Hong Kong have been
presented and evaluated, and certain recommendations have
been made in the light of observation and theory.
The soundness of the banking system is essential to
the growth and stability of the economy of a world financial
centre like Hong Kong. The soundness of the bankers
and operations is thus not only the concern of the bankers
themselves but also of the Hong Kong public as a whole. A
good internal audit system can constantly and continuously
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review and evaluate the adequacy of the various management
controls for the bank, and consequently can ensure the
stability and growth of the bank. All the banks in Hong





1Research Committee, Institute of Internal Auditors,
Survey of Internal Auditing 1968, Research Committee Report
No.15, (New York: The Institute of Internal Auditors Inc.,
1969), p.22.
2Ibid.
3Neil C. Churchill and William W. Cooper, "A Field
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R: Mainland Chinese banks reorganized after 1949
Source: Bankers Year Book, 1969 Chinese Bankers Club,
The banking Commissioner of Hong kong
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APPENDIX A-2
BRANCH DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOCALLY INCORPORATED BANKS
UP TO DECEMBER 31, 1970




Before19551955 195619571958 195919601961 19621963 196419651966 19671968 19691970 Total
of Canton Ltd. 1912 1 1 1 3
of East Asia Ltd. 1919 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 9
iang First Bank Ltd. 1950 1 1 2
u Banking Corporation Ltd. a 1947 1 1 1 3
ercial Bank of Hongkong
d. 1934 1 1 1 3
Sing Bank Ltd. 1947 1 1 2
Heng Bank Ltd. 1921 1 1 1 2 5
East Bank Ltd. 1960 1 6 2 1 2 1 13
Lung Bank Ltd. 1935 1 2 3
Seng Bank Ltd. 1933 2 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 13
kong & Shanghai Banking
rporation 1865 2 1 3 10 3 3 7 14 6 5 5 1 7 67
kong Chinese Bank 1955 2 4 6
kong Industrials &
mmercial Bank Ltd. 1965 1 4 5
kong Metropolitan Bank
d. 1961
Nin Saving Bank Ltd. 1922 2 2
Chiao Commercial Bank
d.a 1962 1 1 1 2 5
ah Bank Ltd. 1924 1 1 1 3
g On Bank Ltd. 1938 1 2 3 6
Chong Hing Bank Ltd. 1948 1 3 1 1 1 2 9
any Commercial Bank Ltd.a 1950 2 1 1 2 1 7
seas Trust Bank Ltd. 1955 1 1 1 4 3 1 2 13Sang Bank Ltd.a 1956
nghai Commercial Bank Ltd. b 1915 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 10Sang Bank Ltd. 1951 2 2
Yau Bank Ltd 1946
on Bank of Hongkong Ltd. 1965 1 1 2
ted Chinese Bank Ltd. 1948 1 5 1 1 8
foong Finance Ltd. 1960
g Lung Bank Ltd. 1937 1 1
g Lung Bank Ltd. 1938 1 1 2 4
g On Bank Ltd. 1931 1 1 1 2 1 6
Total Branches 7 1 1 1 2 6 16 20 12 16 39 28 12 8 10 4 29 212
aMainland Chinese Banks
bForeign Banks incorporated in Hong.kong
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APPENDIX 3
QUESTIONNAIRES ON IWTERNAL AUDIT SYSTEK
OF THE BANKS INCORPORATED IN HONG KONG
I.GENERAL
1.Does your bank have a formal internal audit department?
Yes
No
When was this department established?
In year
Is there an employee, not named as
auditor been assigned responsi-




What position does he hold?
His position is




3. Which of the followings are included in your internal
auditing objectives?
Review of operations and evaluation of the system
of internal control and its effectiveness
Prevention and detection of fraud
Determining the accuracy of the accounting books
Compliance with bank policy and procedure, law
and supervisory ruled and regulations
Reporting abnormal conditions and recommending
improvements (control, operational & adminis-
trative) to bank management
Others
4. Are the audit objectives specified in writing?
Yes
No
III. SCOPE, RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITY
5. Does your bank have any written internal audit manual?
No
Yes
During your auditing assignment, do you
usually carry out the audit job closely
according to the internal audit manual?
Yes
No




6 . I ndicate the activities or functions covered by your
internal audit program .
C ash
C redit and loan collaterals





S aving and fixed deposits
I nterest rates for loans or deposits
L etters of credit and acceptances
T ax advice
O thers
7 . A re there any line control and accountingfunctions
for which the internal auditor is responsible?
N o
Y es , they are
8 . I s the internal auditor in your bank responsiblefor
develophing and installing new systems and procedures ?
F inancial N on - financial
Y es Y es
N o N o
W hen new systems and proceduresare proposed ,
will they be examined , appraised and approved
by the internal auditor prior to adoption ?
F inancial N on - financial
Y es Y es
N o N o
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9. Do the internal audit staff member have the authority
to enter, for the purpose of audit, any office,
branchesm or property of the bank at any time?
Yes
No
What are the limitations?
General access not necessary because
audit limited
Same access as any other employee
Restricted access to top management
offices
Only in accordance with laid down
audit program
During normal working hours only
Audit covers branches and offices only
Upon request
Others
10. Are there any correspondence, records, or other data





Confidential matter of policy








11.How many persons are there in your bank being respon-
sible for the internal auditing functions?
There are persons.
12.Is the internal auditing department/staff members
responsible for the internal auditing functions
located in the main offic?
Yes
No
Where is it located?
In a certain branch
Each branch has its own internal
auditor
13.Which is the title of the executive to iwhom the chief
Internal Auditor reports?
Bank Secretary
Accountant or Chief Accountants







14.From what source do you aim to draw your internal
auditing members?
From our accounting personnel
From field of publiuc accounting
Directly from universities or colleges
By advertisement
Recommended by staff members of the bank
Others
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15. What are the academic or professional qualifications












16. Is there any training program provided for the staff









17. Does your internal audit department involve in any




18.Is there any meeting held in the internal auditing
department or among the internal audit staff members?
No
Yes
(a)How often are the meetings held?
Regularly
Occasionally




V.AUDITING METMODS AND RSPORTING
19.HOW often do the staff members in the internal suditing




No need to carry out any audit to the branches















23. Does the internal auditor use questionnaires to evaluate
the internal control of your bank prior to the audits?
Yes
No
24. Is there any flow chart used during auditing?
Yes
No
25. Do you adopt statistical sampling during auditing?
Yes
No
How often is it applied?
Frequently
Occasionally
26. Is surprise check used in checking the cash and
securities in the vault?
No
Yes
When are they usually carried out?






27. Before an audit visit, do you notify the organization
or department to be audited?
Yes
No




Is it reported orally?
Yes
Others








31. Are the findings and recommendations of an audit
reviewed by management of higher level?
No
Yes
They are reviewed by:
Head of the audit department
One of the members of high-level
management
A group of high-level management
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32. Are the audit reports regularly presented to the senior
administrative executives (Directors, General Manager,
Financial Manager, Chief Accountant etc.)?
Yes
No
Are periodic summaries of significant audit
findings prepared for the executives?
Yes
No
33. Are the audit reports regularly presented to the senior
executives of the operating departments or divisions?
Yes
No
Are periodic summaries of significant audit
findings prepared for these executives?
Yes
No
34. For the recommendations and findings of the internal
auditor, who determine whether any corrective action
should be taken?
High-level management




35. Who is responsible for following up the corrective
actions?
Internal auditor




36.In case frauds are discovered,what are the usual
procedure taken?
Inform and discuss with the person concerned
Inform the top-level management of the bank
Inform the police and then take logal action
37.Is your internal auditor require to evaluate the




VI.RSLATONSNTP WITE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
38.Does the public auditor of your bank help you develop
your internal audit program?
No
Yes
In what way does it help?
Assists in setting up programs
Recommends changes to programs





39. Has the development of the internal auditing in your
bank resulted in any charge in the character and




Reduced the time and scope of
public auditor
Reduced the audit program of
public auditor
The public auditor has made use of
the internal audit reports and
working papers
Others
40. Do you furnish the bank's public auditors with copies
of internal audit reports?
Yes
No
41. Does your internal auditor need to supply any certi-
ficates on behalf of the bank concerning balance





42. Has your bank ever employed public accountants for
other management services?
No
Yes (Please specify the nature)
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VII.INTERNAL AUDIT AND ELECTRONIC DATA PRCCESSING
43.Does your bank have E.D.P.equipment?
No
Yes

















OF THE THTERNAL ANDITOR
Foreward
The first statement of Responsibilities of the
Internal Auditor was developed by the Research Committes
and approved by the Board of Directors of THE INSTITUTE
OF INTERBAL AUDITORS on july 15,1947.In the foreword
to that Statement recognition was given to the favt that
"new conditions and needs and further development in the
professional stature of the internal auditor"might well
require future reveisions.
The evolution and growth of the internal auditing
profession since the issuance of the firse statement
necessitated the development of a revised statemnt by the
Research Committee to express the broader concepts of
modern internalk auditing.
The present statement was approved by the Board of
Directors on May 30.1957.
Nature of Internal Auditing
Internal auditing is an independent appraisal avt-
ivity within an organization for the review of accounting.
financial and other operations as a basis for service to
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management. It is a managerial control, which functions
by measuring and evaluating the effectiveness of other
controls.
Objective and Scope of Internal Auditing
The over-all objective of innternal auditing is to
assist all members of management in the effective discharge
of their responsibilities, by furnishing them with objective
analyses, appraisals, recommendations and pertinent comments
concerning the activities reviewed. The internal auditor
therefore should be concerned with any phase of business
activity wherein he can be of service to management.
The attainment of this over-all objective of service to
management should involve such activities as :
- Reviewing and appraising the soundness, adequacy
of accounting, financial and operating controls.
- Ascertaining the extent of compliance with
established policies, plans and procedures.
- Ascertaining the extent to whihc company assets
are accounted for, and safeguarded from losses
of all kinds.
- Ascertaing the reliability of accounting and
other data developed within the organization.




Internal auditing is a staff function rather than
a line fuinction.Therefore the internla auditor does not
exercise direct authority over other persons in the orga-
nization ,whose work he reviews.
The internal auditor should be free to review and
appraise policies,plans,porcedures.and records;but his
review and appraisal does not in any way relieve other
persons in the organization of the responsibilities
assigned to them.
Independence
Independence is essential to the effectiveness
of internal auditing program.This independence has two
major aspects.
(1)The organizational status of the internal
auditor and the support accorded to him
by management are major determinants of the
range and value of the services which manage-
ment will obtain from the internal auditing
function.The head of the internal auditing
department ,therefore ,should be responsible
to an officer of sufficient rank in the
organization as will assure a broad scope of
activities,and adequate consideration of
and effective action on the findings or
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recommendations made by him.
(2) Since complete objectivity is essential to
the audit function, internal auditors should
not develop and install procedures, prepare
records, or engage in any other activity
which they normally would be expected to
review and appraise.
Source: The Institute of Internal Auditors.
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APPENDIX D
A STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLE ON
INTERNAL AUDITING AND THE AUDITOR
A major obigation of a bank's board of directors
is the establishment of proper internal conterols to protect
its customers,stockholders,directors.and staff.To
carry out this obligation requires a professionally compe-
tent internal auditor who is responsible for an audit
program which in effect is a managerial control within
the bank.
Internal Auduting
Internal auditing has as its basic purpose the
prevention and detection of loss.To be fully effective,
the audit program and its administration must gave manage-
ment support of its freedom to review,examine,and appraise
independently all procedures and operations,Effective
auditing means more than just the examination and verifi-
cation of accounts and financial statements.It requires
the evaluation of ,and recommendations for ,proper internal
controls.as well as the review of compliance with laws.
regulations,and policies,At the same time ,sound practice
requires an awareness that cost of auditing should be in
keeping with the risks involved.
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The Auditor
The auditor must serve in a staff relationship, with-
out authority or direct control over those people and depart-
ments whose work he reviews. Moreover, this review and
appraisal of the work of others does not relieve them of
their own assigned responsibilities. The author must
have complete independence in carrying out the audit
program and in reporting his findings. He slould be
administratively responsible to a senor officer at the
bank's chief executive officer and to others as required.
When in his judgment the best interest of the bank demands
it, he should be free to report not only to executive
management but also to the board or a committee thereof.
Source: Appended in Audit Commission, Bank Adminis-
tration Institute, Auditing Bank SDP Systems,( Park Ridge,
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1香 港 創 立 銀 行 之 內 部 稽 核 制 度 黎 達 朝
一 引 言
近 十 五 年 來 ， 香 港 銀 行 業 之 發 展 異 常 迅 速 ， 自 一 九 五
五 年 至 一 九 七 零 年 底 ， 銀 行 數 目 由 三 十 四 間 增 至 七 十 三 間
( 其 中 三 間 為 銀 號 ) ， 而 分 行 亦 由 八 間 暴 增 至 三 百 廿 六 間
之 多 。
銀 行 爭 相 設 立 ， 業 務 競 爭 愈 烈 ， 經 營 效 率 遂 則 為 各 銀
行 家 爭 取 顧 客 的 重 要 工 具 ， 又 因 分 行 數 目 暴 增 ， 組 織 日 益
龐 大 ， 業 務 繁 雜 ， 決 策 階 層 與 實 際 營 運 間 之 距 離 更 形 加 大
， 控 制 更 形 困 難 。 加 以 銀 行 經 營 以 金 錢 為 貨 物 ， 這 是 □ 所
2週 知 的 。 而 金 銀 以 誘 惑 力 極 大 ， 易 發 生 舞 弊 事 件 。 凡 此 種
種 ， 皆 是 以 增 加 內 部 稽 核 在 銀 行 經 營 中 的 重 要 性 。
二 內 部 稽 核 為 管 理 控 制 之 重 要 工 具
內 部 稽 核 乃 管 理 當 局 指 派 獨 立 以 專 任 人 員 對 於 帳 務 處
理 、 財 務 事 項 、 及 其 他 一 切 業 務 經 營 作 臨 時 性 或 是 期 性 的
錯 誤 糾 正 、 效 率 衡 量 、 及 改 進 建 議 。 其 目 的 不 僅 在 保 障 帳
目 處 理 正 確 及 資 源 運 用 恰 當 ， 同 時 亦 檢 討 業 務 才 針 之 厘 訂
是 否 健 全 ， 才 針 實 施 之 進 度 是 否 合 乎 預 期 ， 並 據 此 提 供 改
善 意 見 及 加 强 營 運 對 策 。
3很 明 顯 ， 內 部 稽 核 僅 層 加 强 管 理 之 一 項 工 具 ， 絕 不 可
能 替 代 管 理 本 身 ， 故 內 部 稽 核 並 不 涉 及 任 何 政 策 之 決 定 ，
制 度 之 設 立 ， 或 指 揮 工 作 。 內 部 稽 核 部 門 須 以 獨 立 之 幕 僚
地 位 ， 與 其 他 部 門 分 主 ， 而 直 接 向 最 高 管 理 當 局 負 責 ， 唯
須 取 得 整 個 組 織 之 信 賴 與 合 作 ， 才 能 發 揮 其 最 大 效 能 。
內 部 稽 核 及 管 理 控 制 之 最 重 要 一 環 ， 以 其 特 殊 之 獨 立
功 能 及 廣 泛 以 協 調 性 ， 對 其 他 管 理 功 能 ( 會 計 組 織 ， 制 度
細 則 、 預 算 等 等 ) 予 以 公 平 審 核 與 考 績 ， 務 使 整 個 管 理 制
度 臻 □ 完 善 。 雖 未 能 因 此 完 全 消 滅 浪 費 或 不 合 規 定 情 事 。
然 亦 是 以 減 少 此 等 弊 端 發 生 之 可 能 性 。
4三 香 港 銀 行 業 之 內 部 稽 核 制 度
本 文 所 研 討 之 香 港 銀 行 業 ， 僅 限 於 根 據 香 港 公 司 法 在
香 港 創 立 及 持 有 香 港 銀 行 執 照 之 卅 一 間 銀 行 ， 筆 者 深 深 感
激 其 中 廿 三 間 銀 行 之 善 意 合 作 ， 及 其 所 提 供 之 實 責 資 料 。
根 據 研 究 及 分 析 所 得 ， 本 港 銀 行 稽 核 制 度 之 發 展 ， 寔
與 銀 行 分 行 之 膨 脹 ， 一 九 六 四 年 新 銀 行 條 例 之 嚴 厲 規 定 ，
一 九 六 五 年 銀 行 擠 提 事 件 之 教 訓 ， 以 及 外 資 勢 力 侵 入 之 影
響 等 具 有 極 方 面 直 接 之 關 係 。
香 港 的 銀 行 稽 核 制 度 之 發 展 為 期 不 久 ， 雖 已 頗 有 成 效
5， 惟 仍 有 若 干 可 優 商 權 之 處 。 例 如 稽 核 目 的 雖 甚 廣 泛 ， 但
多 過 份 集 中 於 帳 目 核 算 及 弊 端 的 防 止 ， 而 忽 略 業 務 寔 施 之
檢 討 ； 又 各 銀 行 對 於 稽 核 之 獨 立 性 雖 頗 為 重 視 ， 但 仍 有 部
份 銀 行 要 求 其 稽 核 人 員 並 任 營 運 性 職 務 ， 或 臨 時 調 撥 其 他
職 員 担 任 稽 核 工 作 ， 放 來 能 確 立 稽 核 人 員 之 獨 立 地 位 。
加 以 稽 核 人 員 為 數 甚 少 ， 所 發 揮 之 功 能 有 限 ， 確 難 取 得 其
他 部 門 之 信 任 或 合 作 。 一 般 銀 行 稽 核 人 員 的 資 歷 甚 高 ， 普
遍 均 具 有 大 學 程 度 ， 少 數 且 具 有 專 業 會 計 師 資 格 。 惟 此 等
人 員 多 調 自 銀 行 內 部 ， 內 部 調 升 制 度 固 有 其 好 處 ， 但 不 無
抑 □ 新 血 及 新 思 想 之 流 弊 。
6香 港 本 地 銀 行 所 採 用 之 稽 核 方 式 ， 視 個 別 需 要 而 有 不
同 。 通 常 有 流 動 性 定 期 稽 核 計 劃 、 分 行 稽 核 、 及 臨 時 現 金
點 核 等 ， 亦 問 有 利 用 觀 察 法 、 問 卷 法 、 或 工 作 流 程 图 法 以
衡 量 內 部 索 制 功 效 者 ， 惟 統 計 抽 樣 稽 核 法 仍 未 見 普 遍 應 用
。
稽 核 結 果 通 常 以 口 頭 或 書 面 向 高 層 報 告 ， 其 缺 點 不 在
報 告 之 方 式 ， 而 在 報 告 之 程 度 。 銀 行 稽 核 員 往 往 以 密 採 姿
態 出 現 ， 草 拟 報 告 閃 多 來 與 當 事 部 門 主 管 洽 商 ， 而 草 擬 之
報 告 ， 又 多 無 副 本 提 供 予 當 事 部 門 ， 凡 此 無 疑 會 引 起 諸 多
不 快 及 誤 會 。
7就 近 代 審 計 之 發 展 趨 勢 而 論 ， 內 部 稽 核 已 逐 漸 發 展 成
為 一 種 提 供 外 部 審 核 資 料 之 來 源 ， 然 其 與 外 部 審 核 以 功 能
及 審 核 程 序 則 迥 異 ， 前 者 主 要 通 過 功 能 式 、 部 門 式 、 或 組
織 表 式 之 稽 核 ， 對 最 高 管 理 當 局 負 責 ， 後 者 則 經 由 資 產 負
債 表 及 名 種 帳 目 之 審 核 ， 對 股 東 、 投 資 者 、 政 府 、 及 社 會
大 眾 負 責 。 兩 者 以 功 能 寔 屬 相 輔 相 成 ， 若 能 彼 此 協 調 ， 當
能 減 少 工 作 重 復 ， 促 進 更 大 效 率 。
然 在 事 實 上 ， 香 港 本 地 銀 行 之 外 部 審 核 師 除 半 年 結 算
及 年 度 結 算 之 審 核 外 ， 並 來 協 助 銀 行 建 立 內 部 稽 核 計 劃 或
提 供 其 他 服 務 ， 而 銀 行 亦 鮮 有 將 內 部 審 核 之 整 頓 事 項 通 知
8外 部 審 核 師 ， 是 見 本 地 銀 行 業 之 內 外 稽 核 關 係 尚 有 待 於 改
善 。
四 改 進 香 港 本 地 銀 行 業 稽 核 制 度 之 意 見
今 日 香 港 銀 行 業 務 既 隨 工 商 業 之 發 展 而 愈 超 繁 密 ， 其
經 營 管 理 問 題 自 日 益 迫 切 而 重 要 。 欲 管 理 良 好 ， 經 營 得 宜
， 是 資 防 弊 與 利 ， 且 能 保 障 社 會 大 眾 資 金 安 全 ， 則 非 厲 行
內 部 稽 核 制 度 不 可 。 惟 就 前 述 本 地 銀 行 現 行 稽 核 制 度 而 論
， 有 待 改 進 之 需 尚 多 。 茲 分 述 如 下 ：
⑴ 明 確 規 是 稽 核 目 的 及 稽 核 範 圍 ， 以 作 稽 核 之 準 绳
9惟 稽 核 員 應 有 全 權 決 定 稽 核 之 標 的 。 稽 核 目 的 應 包 括 內 部
索 制 制 度 之 評 價 及 業 務 經 營 之 審 核 ， 而 稽 核 範 圍 則 應 同 時
包 括 財 務 性 及 非 財 務 性 問 題 。
⑵ 內 部 稽 核 員 應 以 獨 立 幕 僚 身 份 進 行 審 核 工 作 ， 不 應
涉 及 營 運 或 決 策 。 稽 核 科 應 自 有 獨 立 部 門 以 提 高 其 地 位 ，
並 應 賦 有 全 權 查 閱 機 密 文 件 及 高 層 會 議 等 檔 案 。
⑶ 加 强 稽 核 部 門 人 員 之 陣 容 ， 尤 以 低 層 之 稽 核 員 為 其
。 其 目 的 在 減 輕 上 級 負 担 ， 俾 能 專 心 從 事 稽 核 計 劃 、 稽 核
報 告 、 及 會 議 等 事 項 。
⑷ 向 外 吸 收 有 經 驗 或 專 業 稽 核 員 ， 以 與 內 部 升 調 制 相
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互 配 合 。 跟 班 式 訓 練 可 施 行 於 小 型 稽 核 部 門 ， 而 經 常 舉 行
稽 核 業 務 會 議 ， 亦 有 助 於 解 決 稽 核 問 題 及 交 流 經 驗 。 此 外
， 鼓 勵 攻 讀 有 關 課 程 、 專 業 性 考 試 、 或 訂 閱 有 關 刊 物 ， 亦
不 失 為 良 法 。
⑸ 臨 時 稽 核 雖 具 最 大 伸 縮 性 並 是 以 防 弊 ， 但 短 期 必 稽
核 計 劃 書 亦 不 可 缺 少 。 稽 核 時 應 多 採 用 問 卷 及 工 作 流 程 圖
統 計 抽 查 法 亦 可 幫 助 節 省 時 間 與 精 力 ， 並 提 高 效 能 。
⑹ 稽 核 報 告 應 定 期 彙 報 有 關 部 門 主 管 參 改 ， 報 告 內 容
務 須 簡 潔 。
⑺ 現 行 銀 行 內 部 稽 核 制 度 既 屬 雛 形 未 定 ， 則 應 求 助 於
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經 驗 豐 富 而 又 熟 悉 銀 行 業 務 之 處 部 審 核 師 ， 藉 以 建 立 較 完
善 之 內 部 稽 核 制 度 及 稽 核 計 劃 ， 而 內 部 稽 核 科 亦 應 將 名 項
已 改 制 事 項 與 稽 核 報 告 ， 送 供 審 核 師 參 改 ， 使 其 於 年 終 審
核 時 能 更 有 效 地 完 成 其 工 作 。
香 港 漸 寖 成 為 世 界 金 融 中 心 之 一 ， 如 具 備 完 善 之 銀 行
制 度 ， 則 對 於 促 進 繁 榮 及 經 濟 穩 定 自 有 極 重 要 的 貢 獻 。 良
好 之 銀 行 管 理 ， 不 僅 與 個 別 銀 行 之 存 亡 有 切 身 關 係 ， 具 直
接 影 響 改 會 大 眾 之 利 益 。 是 以 筆 者 亟 聁 本 港 銀 行 業 能 早 日
建 立 完 備 之 內 部 稽 核 部 門 ， 俾 能 發 揮 加 强 消 息 傳 遞 ， 增 加
營 運 效 率 以 及 減 少 成 本 之 最 大 功 能 。


